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ABSTRACT
The Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) has responsibility for all military
household goods shipments. Processing of claims resulting from damage and losses incurred during
household goods shipments is competed by each service's adjudication offices. In the Department
of the Navy, claims are adjudicated by the Office of the Navy Judge Advocate General through local
and regional offices. This research (1) presents the suggestions of the various participants in the
household goods claim process on how to limit losses, and (2) analyzes the costs and benefits of four
options available for military personnel to limit uncompensated losses on military household goods
shipments: Basic Government Coverage; Option 1, Increased Valuation; Option 2, Replacement Cost
Coverage; and Private Insurance Coverage. The research presents a profile of the household goods
claim experience of naval officers reporting to the Naval Postgraduate School in 1992. It was found
that Basic Government Coverage was adequate for most shipments and that Option 2 coverage
offered advantages under specific circumstances. In addition, Private Insurance Coverage carried
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. A RECURRING STORY
Every year thousands of military personnel are transferred
from one location to another all over the world. The process,
commonly referred to as a permanent change of station (PCS)
move, begins with official orders to a new command.
Personnel take the orders to their base Personal Property
Office (PPO) to identify any special packing requirements and
set up the packing and pick up dates for their household
goods. The PPO contracts local commercial moving companies
to pack and pick up the shipment on the designated dates.
On moving day, the carriers pack and label the household
goods and have the military personnel sign inventory sheets
which list all of the boxes and individual unboxed items in
the shipments. The inventory lists also include codes which
identify any preexisting damage on the household goods.
Finally arriving at the new duty stations 30 days later,
the personnel call the local PPO to request a delivery date
for the household goods which have been in temporary storage
locally for a few weeks. A few days later, the carrier
arrives at the new home and unloads the household goods as the
owner checks the items off the inventory list. After
accounting for everything on the inventory, the owner thanks
the carrier for getting all the household goods to the new
home with no damage or losses.
Unfortunately, not all military moves end with this
universally desired conclusion. Some damage and loss of
household goods on PCS moves is probably unavoidable given the
volume of material moved by commercial carriers for the
military. The occurrence of damage and/or lost articles adds
another dimension to the military household goods move process
- the filing of a claim against the Government, commercial
carrier or commercial insurance company; However, the claim
process used is determined by the decisions that military
personnel make concerning damage/loss coverage options prior
to initiation of the PCS move. Those decisions will also
determine the level of uncompensated losses that the military
personnel will experience as a result of claims for damage
and/or losses on a PCS move.
B. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
This thesis will concentrate on evaluating the different
options available to military personnel to cover damage and
losses to household goods incurred during a PCS move. The
dual goals of the study are to present the subjective opinions
of the various participants in the claim process on how to
limit losses, and to provide a detailed evaluation of the four
options which are currently available to limit uncompensated
losses.
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1. PRIMARY RESEARCH QUESTION
Given the stated goals of the study, the primary
research question is:
What actions can a military officer take prior to a PCS
move to minimize uncompensated damage or loss of household
goods incurred during the move, and what are the costs and
benefits associated with these actions?
2. SUBSIDIARY RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Several subsidiary research questions are posed to
address issues which directly relate to the level of coverage
for incurred damage. The personnel's understanding of and
satisfaction with the current system are also important
factors which may impact the ultimate coverage combination on
a move. The questions are:
What is the actual loss experience for a sample group of
military officers engaged in a PCS move?
What percent of losses are due to the depreciation method
used to settle claims by the government?
What percent of losses are covered by replacement cost
insurance purchased by personnel at time of move from
carrier?
How familiar are members with the additional replacement
cost insurance available for PCS moves?
What percent of losses are covered by personal renter's or
homeowner's insurance?
How satisfied are personnel with the current financial
protection from losses provided on PCS moves?
3
C. SCOPE, LIMITATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
1. SCOPE
The scope of this thesis was limited to an analysis of
completed officer PCS household goods damage claims on file in
the base legal office at the Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, California for calendar year 1992. This data set
was selected because final settlements were available for most
claims.
2. LIMITATIONS
Due to the nature of the mission of the Naval
Postgraduate School, most of the personnel reporting to the
command are student officers from all branches of the armed
forces. For this reason, most of the completed claims on file
in the base legal office are officer claims. Only officer
claims were used for this thesis.
Furthermore, the claims of non-Navy officers are
forwarded to their particular service for settlement [Ref. 1].
Therefore all of the claims analyzed were Naval officer claims
processed locally by the base legal office.
The base legal office has authority to adjudicate
household goods claims that do not exceed $2,000. Claims over
this threshold are forwarded to Naval Station Treasure Island
for processing [Ref. 2]. However, the vast majority (90.8 %)
of the claims initiated in PPO fall in the under $2,000
4
category [Ref. 1]. The data used for this study will consist
of locally processed claims under $2,000.
The thesis did not address the validity or
circumstances of individual claims. Nor did the study address
the military evaluation process for commercial movers. The
study did not address the issue of military collection from
carriers for claims previously paid by the military or make a
comparison of commercial and military moveclaims processing.
3. ASSUMPTIONS
This thesis assumes that calendar year 1992 claims on
file are a representative sample of average claims experience
on moves from random locations for mid-grade Naval officers
(03,04). Because personnel have up to two years to file a
claim on a PCS move, it was assumed that some of the claims
completed in 1992 were from prior year PCS moves and that some
claims for 1992 PCS moves would not be submitted until 1993.
Although origin of shipment is random, destination is
unique. The unique destination should be noted as a potential
factor influencing the level of claims due to the local
quality of carrier personnel and necessity for temporary
storage of shipments as personnel wait to occupy government or
private quarters.
5
D. OVERVIRW OF RREflRCH 4ZT!ODOLOGY
The research identifies the major participants in the
military household goods claim process. The role of each
participant in the claim process is highlighted.
A detailed discussion of the specific features of the
various options available to military personnel to limit
uncompensated losses on PCS moves is provided to familiarize
the reader with the specific coverage and cost associated with
each option. These options include military basic coverage,
increased valuation (Option 1), carrier replacement cost
coverage (Option 2) and commercial insurance coverage.
The research uses both qualitative and quantitative
approaches to gather information on which to base conclusions.
The qualitative information is solicited from the various
participants in the claim process through interviews,
questionnaires and a survey. The quantitative information is
gathered from 1992 completed officer PCS claims on file in the
base legal office at the Naval Postgraduate School.
E. ORGANIZATION
Chapter II provides an overview of the background,
regulations and responsibilities of the Military Traffic
Management Command, the commercial household goods carrier
industry, the PPO, and the base legal office.
6
Chapter III provides a detailed summary of the specific
options available for loss coverage from the Government, the
carriers and through private renter's insurance.
Chapter IV presents and summarizes the results of the
qualitative research items including all interviews,
questionnaires and survey results.
Chapter V presents the quantitative analysis of the sample
claims data. The objective is to compare the advantages of
the different coverage options available.
Chapter VI includes a summary, answers to primary and
secondary research questions based on the study and the
researcher's recommendations for additional research.
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II. TIE CLAIM PROCESS PARTICIPANTS
A. INTRODUCTION
Background information for this thesis was obtained
primarily from material available at the Dudley Knox library
at the Naval Postgraduate School. A Dialog Information
Services search was conducted to explore recent articles in
the general subject area. Additional information was provided
directly by the Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC),
the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) and United States
Automobile Association Insurance Company (USAA). Although
adequate background information was found on several PCS move
related topics, no published material was found that indicated
prior research in the specific area of this thesis.
This chapter introduces the major participants in the
military household goods shipment field and defines their
respective role in the process. The objective of this chapter
is to provide the reader with an overview of the specific role
each of the participants plays in the household goods shipment
process and the associated claim process.
S. MILITARY TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT COMMAND
1. History of the Military Traffic Management Command
The MTMC is the Department of Defense agency
responsible for military household goods shipment policy. In
8
his thesis, Gardner-Brown, provides a brief summary of the
origins of the MTMC.
The beginning of a "Personal Property Program" can be
traced to the late 1940s, following World War II. At this
time, the federal government passed several pieces of
legislation that affected personal property movement.
These were the Public Law 604 of 1946 ( which instructed
the military services to develop uniform moving
procedures); the National Security Act of 1947 ( which
established the Department of Defense, and its charters
which attempted to eliminate overlap in military
procurement and transportation, including household goods
shipments); and the Career Compensation Act of 1949
(which provided the Armed Forces with authority to move
military personnel's household goods, and established
uniform policies for all services governing personal
property shipments).[Ref. 3:p. 6)
In 1956, the DOD began to centralize the management of
all land traffic (including the HHG Program) under one
agency: the Military Traffic Management Agency (MTMA),
which subsequently was reorganized and became the Military
Traffic Management Command.[Ref. 3:p. 6]
2. Responsibility of the Military Traffic Management
Command
The MTMC is responsible for providing "...technical
direction, supervision and evaluation of traffic management
aspects of the DOD Personal Property Shipment Program on a
worldwide basis." [Ref. 4:p. 1-4] Some key responsibilities
include selection, evaluation and disqualification of
commercial carriers for household goods shipments [Ref. 4:p 1-
5,6]. A more detailed list of responsibilities is provided in
reference 4, section 1006. b..
It is important to note that claims for damage on
household goods shipments are the responsibility of the heads
of DOD components, not the MTMC [Ref. 4:p. 1-6]. However,
9
MTMC does collect claims data from field commands through the
Personal Property Loss/Damage Claims Information Report which
lists [Ref. 4:p. 10-6]:
* Document number.
* Date of claim.
* Adjudicated amount of claim.
* Amount paid by the Government.
* Amount claimed against the carrier.
* Amount paid by the carrier.
* Date claim was settled.
The focus of the data collected by MTMC is on the
adjudicated amount of the claim paid by the Government and the
amount reimbursed to the Government by the carrier. Note that
the focus of the reporting requirement is not on the ultimate
liability born by military personnel.
3. Applicable Laws and Regulations
General entitlement to household goods shipments for
military personnel is detailed in the Joint Federal Travel
Regulations. However, the mechanics of the household goods
movement program are published in the Department of Defense
Personal Property Traffic Management Regulation [Ref. 4.).
Issued by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Production and Logistics), this regulation is organized by
chapter as follows:
1. Policy and Responsibilities.
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2. Household Goods and Unaccompanied Baggage.
3. TGBL, Weighing and Shipment Marking Procedures.
4. The Direct Procurement Method (DPM)
5. Rates, Charges, and Billings.
6. Storage of Household Goods.
7. Mobile Homes.
8. Transportation of Privately-Owned Vehicles.
9. Shipment Procedures for Privately-Owned Firearms.
10. Specialized Procedures
11. The U.S. Government Bill of Lading
12. The Do-It-Yourself (DITY) Move.
Section 10001, Loss and Damage, of Chapter 10 (Ref. 4]
is the specific area that deals with procedures and guidance
for claims on household goods shipments. Although brief, the
instructions cover the forms required to submit claims
associated with basic Government loss and damage coverage.
4. Scope of Operations
The following facts help describe the magnitude of
MTMC operations (Ref. 5:p. 8-9]:
* Worldwide, over $1 billion per year spent to move
household goods.
* Domestically, over $400 million spent on household goods
shipments.
* 288,000 domestic household goods shipments, over one
billion pounds.
* 155 domestic shipping offices.
11
0 590 approved commercial carriers.
As these facts point out, the scope of MTMC is worldwide and
characterized by a high volume of shipments using hundreds of
different commercial carriers.
C. THU COMMERCIAL CARRIER INDUSTRY
1. History
The commercial carrier industry is made up of
"...carriers, agents and owner-operators ..... ... engaged in
the transportation of property." [Ref. 3:p. 18] A detailed
history and description of the industry is provided by
Gardner-Brown [Ref. 3:p. 18-21) and Putnam [Ref. 6:p. 30-34].
Due to the scope of this thesis, an understanding that the
industry is made up of many private common carriers
represented by local agents is sufficient.
2. Increased Carrier Liability
In 1987 the MTMC adopted the increased liability
system for domestic shipments. Under this system, carriers'
liability for damage or loss of household goods on DOD moves
went from $.60 per pound per article, to full depreciated
value up to a maximum amount per shipment based on the
shipment weight multiplied by $1.25 per pound. [Ref. 7:p. 114-
115]
The increased liability system also created the
liability coverage options which are analyzed in this thesis,
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"...Basic Coverage (New Released Valuation), Option 1 (Higher
Released Valuation) and Option 2 (Full Replacement
Protection)." (Ref. 7:p. 115] These options are discussed in
detail later in Chapter III. Option 1 and Option 2 are
administered by the commercial carrier and require additional
payment of fees if elected by military personnel.
3. Scope of Government Related Business
The following statistics provide some insight into the
relative importance of Government household goods shipments to
major commercial moving companies. Derived from selected 1992
Performance Reports on file with the ICC [Ref. 8], the data
show total Government shipments and the percentage of total
shipments for each carrier that the quantity represents.
TABLE 2.1
1992 TOTAL Government SHIPMENTS AND PERCENT OF TOTAL
SHIPMENTS FOR SELECTED MAJOR COMMERCIAL CARRIERS.
Commercial Carrier Number of GBL Percent of Total
Shipments Business
Bekins Van Lines 7,089 13%
Global Van Lines 8,351 27%
Mayflower Transit 11,473 12%
National Van Lines 15,244 65%
United Van Lines 23,684 15%
Wheaton Van Lines 8,173 37%
American Red Ball 6,637 25%
These data show that the relative volume of Government
household goods shipments varies widely by carrier. The data
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also help put in perspective the huge total volume of civilian
household goods shipments which compete with Government
shipments for damage/loss-free handling.
D. PERSONAL PROPERTY OFFICE
1. Responsibility
The key player from initiation of a household goods
move to the processing of a claim for loss or damage is the
local Personal Property Office (PPO). The responsibilities of
the office include [Ref. 3:p. 9]:
"* counsel personnel preparing to relocate to new duty
stations or leaving Government service;
"* arrange for packing, storage and transportation of
household goods;
"* prepare supporting documents;
"* inspect incoming and outgoing personal property shipments;
"* process claims for personal property damaged in transit;
"* maintain quality control records on carriers and all
necessary files and records.
A detailed list of responsibilities is provided in reference
4, section 1006, f.
2. Premove Counseling
The household goods shipment process begins for
military personnel with a premove counseling session with a
trained counselor at the PPO. Using a Personnel Property
Counseling Checklist (DD Form 1797), the counselor advises
14
Eli. I -
personnel of their entitlements and responsibilities. With
respect to loss liability coverage,
The counselor shall explain the released valuation
prescribed for the member's shipment and possible added
costs to the member if higher valuation is desired. In
addition, the member shall be advised of the availability
of commercial insurance coverage. (Ref. 4:p. 1-15]
Personnel must elect Option 1 for higher valuation or
Option 2 for replacement coverage at the time of counseling.
Personnel cannot elect the additional coverage after the
shipment has been initiated. Furthermore, election of Option
1 or Option 2 must appear on the Application for Shipment
and/or Storage of Personal Property (DD Form 1299) and the
Personal Property Bill of Lading (SF 1203). Option 1 and
Option 2 coverage is not currently available on overseas
shipments or during periods of non-temporary storage. (Ref.
9:p. 15-16]
3. Carrier Selection
After the specific requirements of the household goods
shipment have been determined, the PPO selects the mode of
shipment and the local carrier that will handle packing and
movement of the shipment. The local carrier must have a MTMC
approved Tender of Service (Ref 4:Appendix A] and a Letter of
Intent [Ref. 4:Appendix B] on file at the PPO to be considered
for shipment assignment. The local PPO distributes shipments
equitably among the eligible carriers using a complex system
detailed in Reference 4, Chapter II.
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4. The Move Process and Postmove Claims Assistance
The carrier selected by the PPO will pick up the
household goods shipment at origin and deliver it to the
destination, with transfers and perhaps some temporary
storage. A key document in this process is the inventory
prepared at the initiation of the shipment by the carrier
which is signed by the owner of the property. This inventory
lists all items in the shipment and preexisting damage on the
household goods. At delivery, the inventory is used to assess
the completeness of the shipment and damage enroute. An
accurate inventory is an excellent tool to prevent loss due to
lack of identification of an item as well as identification of
new damage on household goods which occurred in transit.
The most important forms, with respect to claiming
losses, are the Joint Statement of Loss or Damage at Delivery
(DD Form 1840) and the Notice of Loss or Damage (DD Form
1840R). The PPO is responsible for counseling personnel to
complete the following actions [Ref 4:p. 10-4]:
"* In conjunction with the carrier, complete Section B and
sign the DD Form 1840 at the time of delivery.
"* Within 70 days from the date of delivery, submit all three
copies of the completed DD Forms 1840 and 1840R to the
appropriate claims office.
"* Retain (3) signed and completed copies of the DD Form
1840.
"• Annotate additional losses or damage found after delivery
on the DD Form 1840R (reverse of DD Form 1840).
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The PPO at the Naval Postgraduate School facilitates
the claim counseling process by providing personnel with a
detailed written instruction package; a copy of which is
provided in Appendix 1.
5. Claims Review Responsibility
Aside from insuring that the claim documentation is
complete and that copies of all required forms are included in
the package, the PPO also
... shall conduct an inspection of the property and prepare
a DD From 1841 (Government Inspection Report). The PPSO's
inspection shall be conducted within 10 working days of
receiving the report of damage. The inspection report
shall describe the nature and extent of the damage and
present the PPSO's explanation of the probable cause of
the damage. [Ref. 4:p. 10-5]
Since each service processes its own claims for
household goods damage, the PPO forwards the claim packages to
the responsible service's processing office. In the case of
Naval officers at the Naval Postgraduate School, the entire
claim package (if $2000 and under, over $2000 are sent to
Naval Station Treasure Island for processing) is routed to a
designated Claims Investigating Officer for review and then
forwarded to the base legal office for adjudication. [Ref. 1]
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E. LEGAL 0FFICE
1. Claims Adjudication Regulations
In the Department of the Navy, adjudication of
household goods shipment damage and loss claims is vested in
the Office of the Judge Advocate General. The specific
instructions for adjudication of personal property claims is
detailed in Enclosure 5 of Judge Advocate General Instruction
5890.1 of 17 January 1991. [Ref. 10]
The basis for the adjudication authority is summarized
as follows (Ref. 10:Enclosure 5,p. 1]:
The Military and Civilian Employees' Personal Claims
Act (Personnel Claims Act), 31 U.S.C. 3701, and 3721
provides that the maximum amount payable for any loss or
damage arising from a single incident is limited to
$40,000. Claims for losses occurring prior to 31 October
1988 are limited to $25,000.
The Personnel Claims Act Provides the authority for
maximum payment up to $40,000 for loss, damage or
destruction of personal property of military personnel or
civilian employees incident to their service. The Act
provides for the recovery from carriers, warehouse firms,
and other third parties responsible for such loss, damage
or destruction. No claim may be paid unless it is
presented in writing within 2 years of the incident giving
rise to the claim.
This adjudication authority, as authorized by the
Personnel Claims Act, is the legal basis of the Government
provided basic coverage for loss or damage entitlement on a
household goods shipment. The basic coverage is not meant to
be a substitute for private insurance.
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2. Clain Ajudication Process
By its nature, the claim adjudication process is
somewhat subjective. However, the Office of The Judge
Advocate General provides the following guideline.
Adjudications must be based on common sense and the
reasoned judgement of the claims examiner giving the
benefit of realistic doubt to the claimant. [Ref.
10:Enclosure 5, p. 2]
The claims adjudication process actually begins with
the preparation of DD Form 1842 (Claim for Personal Property),
and DD Form 1844 (List of Property), provided by the PPO in
the claims instruction packet (Appendix 1). The key document
in the process is the DD. Form 1844, on which personnel list
damaged and missing items, provide original cost and
acquisition date, and list the extent of damage with estimated
repair or replacement costs.
After the claim is forwarded to the legal office by
the Claims Investigating Officer, the legal office personnel
use the Allowance List Depreciation Guide (ALDG) to evaluate
the individual claim items listed on the DD Form 1844 [Ref.
11]. The guide specifies "...rates of depreciation and
maximum payments applicable to categories of property." (Ref
10:Enclosure 5, p. 14.] Although there are very specific
guidelines for the amount of payment for specific types of
damage and loss [Ref 10:Enclosure 5, p.14-23], in general the
process pays for full repair cost of items that can be
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repaired and depreciated value of lost and destroyed items;
subject to the ALDG limits.
After adjudicating the claim, the legal office
authorizes payment of the claim, sends the claimant a notice
of the amount of the payment and informs the claimant of his
right to appeal the amount of the settlement [Ref. 2].
However, the payment to the claimant does not complete
the claim. After the claimant is paid by the Go' "nment, the
legal office files a claim against the carrier to recover the
amount paid by the Government on the claim; subject to the
carrier's liability on the shipment. Only when this process
is complete is the claim designated "completed". (Ref. 2]
F. SUMMARY
This chapter presented the major participants in the
military household goods shipment and claim process. The key
roles of the PPO and the legal office in the claim process
were discussed. The importance of the premove counseling
session for electing optional coverage should be evident.
Chapter III will present a detailed discussion of the four
coverage options which are evaluated in this thesis: basic
Government coverage, increased valuation from carrier (option
1), carrier replacement cost coverage (Option 2) and
commercial insurance coverage.
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111. HOUSEHOLD GOODS COVENAGE OPTIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
This thesis addresses four options available to limit
damage and loss exposure for military officers on PCS moves:
"* Basic Government coverage, which is free to the officer.
"* Option 1, purchased increased valuation from carrier.
"* Option 2, purchased replacement cost coverage from
carrier.
"* Commercial insurance purchased from private companies.
Each type of coverage is described in detail with respect to
the liability covered, an example of how the coverage works
and the claim processing procedure involved.
The discussion of Option 1 is presented for completeness
only and is not considered in the qualitative or quantitative
analysis. Option 1 is only of value in special circumstances
which are also covered in Option 2 for a nominal additional
charge.
B. BASIC GOVERNMENT COVERAGE - DEPRECIATED REPLACEMENT
1. Description and Liability
As discussed in Chapter II, Section E, the legal basis
for the basic coverage for loss or damage on a household goods
shipment is the Personnel Claims Act. The Act allows
personnel to claim up to $40,000 for damage or loss, subject
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to the limitations in the ALDG. The Government's maximum
liability is $40,000 for each shipment of household goods.
Personnel are not charged for the basic coverage.
An issue which effects the ultimate amount recoverable
under basic coverage is the increased carrier liability
discussed in Chapter II, Section C. Under the increased
carrier liability system (alternately referred to as Increased
Released Valuation (IRV)) the carrier is liable for full
depreciated value of damage or loss up to a maximum amount per
shipment based on the shipment weight multiplied by $1.25 per
pound for domestic shipments and $2.50 for shipments to and
from Alaska (Ref. 10:Enclosure 5, p. 32). The possible impact
of this carrier liability is discussed in the example below.
2. Basic Coverage Example
For a 10,000 pound household goods shipment from
Norfolk, Virginia to Monterey, California, the Government's
maximum liability is $40,000 and the carrier's maximum
liability is $12,500 ($1.25 per pound times weight of
shipment, 10,000 pounds). Three bicycles (designated A,B,C)
in the shipment are damaged, destroyed or lost. The ALDG
specifies depreciation of ten percent per year up to a maximum
of 75 percent with a maximum payment per item of $750 (Ref.
11:p. 3].
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Bicycle A is one year old, cost $150 and has $20 of
minor damage. The Government will pay the full $20 cost to
repair the damage.
Bicycle B is ten years old, cost $100 and is totally
destroyed. Based on depreciation of ten percent per year the
bicycle would have no value. Since 75% is the maximum
depreciation allowed, the Government will pay $25 (25% of
$100) for the destroyed bicycle.
Bicycle C is brand new, cost $1,500 and is missing.
Depreciation is not applicable since the bicycle is new. The
Government will only pay $750 of this loss due to the limit
imposed in the ALDG.
Since this is a domestic shipment, increased carrier
liability may impact the ultimate amount paid . After the
Government pays personnel claims, it claims the total amount
of the damage claim against the carrier, who is liable up to
$12,500 for this shipment. In the case of bicycle C, the
Government will claim the full $1,500 against the carrier.
Any amount the carrier reimburses the Government over the $750
initially paid by the Government will be returned to the owner
of bicycle C. Of the 176 completed claims reviewed for this
thesis, none showed evidence of this type of payment.
Although $40,000 appears to be adequate to cover any
loss or damage incurred in a shipment of household goods, the
example shows that, as a result of applying the ALDG limits,
personnel may not be fully compensated for specific types of
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losses. Table 3.1 summarizes the payments in the example and
shows how this particular shipment cost the. individual $825 in
uncompensated losses on a claim of $1,620; well under the
Government's or carrier's maximum liability.
TABLE 3.1
BASIC GOVERNMENT COVERAGE EXAMPLE SUMMARY
Bicycle Amount Claimed Amount Paid Difference
A $20 $20 0
B $100 $25 $75
C $1,500 $750 $750
Total $1,620 $795 $825
3. Claim Processing Procedure
The claim processing procedure for basic Government
coverage claims was discussed in Chapter II. The PPO staff
assist personnel in submitting a complete claim package,
review the packages and submit locally processed packages to
the designated Claims Investigating Officer. The Claims
Investigating Officer forwards the claim to the legal office
for adjudication and payment. The Government has sole
responsibility for processing basic coverage claims.
C. OPTION I - HIGHER INCREASED RELEASED VALUATION
1. Description and Liability
There are two specific conditions that warrant the use
of Option 1 - Higher Increased Released Valuation:
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"* protection for individual items that exceed the ALDG
payment limits;
"* protection for a shipment valued greater than $40,000.
The coverage must be elected prior to the pick up of the
shipment and is only available for domestic and Alaska
shipments. The charge for the coverage is 64 cents per $100
of additional valuation. [Ref. 9:p. 16)
Personnel may elect a lump sum of additional coverage
(e.g., $30,000), or specify a dollar multiple times the net
weight of the shipment (e.g., $3.00 times net weight) [Ref.
l0:Enclosure 5, p. 33].
The Office of the Navy Judge Advocate General has
highlighted several problems with Option 1 coverage [Ref.
12:p. 3]:
Many personal property offices are not adequately
advising the member about the Increased Released Valuation
Basic Coverage, Option 1 and Option 2.
When counseling members, many times the counselors do
not mention the per item and per category maximum
allowances that may be paid under the Military Personnel
and Civilian Employee' Claims Act. If a member has items
he believes are worth more than the maximum allowance,
either Option 1 or Option 2 should be considered.
The following example illustrates how this coverage
works and how much it actually costs personnel to use.
2. Option I Example
For a 10,000 pound household goods shipment from
Norfolk, Virginia to Monterey, California, the Government's
maximum liability is $40,000 and the carrier's maximum
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liability under basic coverage is $12,500 ($1.25 per pound
times weight of shipment, 10,000 pounds). A new computer
costing $20,000 is included in the shipment. The ALDG
specifies depreciation of 20 percent per year up to a maximum
of 75 percent with a maximum payment per item of $4,000 (Ref.
11:p. 5].
The owner elects lump sum $20,000 increased valuation
prior to the move. The additional coverage costs $128 (64
cents times the number of $100 in increased valuation, 200).
Since the Government pays the carrier for the first $12,500 in
liability at the same rate (64 cents per $100 in valuation)
under basic coverage, $80 (64 cents times the number of $100
in valuation, 125) of this cost is paid by the Government.
The net cost of the coverage to the owner is $48 ($128 - $80).
[Ref. 13]
The computer is destroyed in shipment. Depreciation
is not applicable since the computer is new. Under basic
coverage, the Government will only pay $4,000 of this loss due
to the limit imposed in the ALDG. Since the carrier liability
under basic coverage is only $12,500, the most the owner could
receive for his $20,000 loss is $4,000 from the Government and
$8,500 from the carrier (after the Government filed against
the carrier for the full $20,000 loss). However, because the
owner elected Option 1 for up to $20,000 in liability, the
carrier must pay the full $20,000.
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In this example, a $48 payment by th•e owner reduces
his uncompensated loss by $7,500. Table 3.2 summaries the
example and contrasts the basic coverage and Option 1.
TABLE 3.2
OPTION 1 EXAMPLE SUMMARY
Computer Cost to Cost to Amount Amount Diff.
Owner Govmnt Claim Paid
Basic 0 $80 $20,000 $12,500 $7,500
Option 1 $48 $80 $20,000 $20,000 0
3. claim Processing Procedure
Unlike basic coverage claims, claims for damage and
loss for personnel electing Option 1 must be submitted
directly to the carrier. There is an exception for Army
personnel; they may elect to file with the carrier or
Government (Ref 9:p. 16]. If after 30 days the carrier fails
to settle, the Government will accept the claim for
adjudication under the basic coverage procedures and then file
against the carrier for the full value of the loss up to the
carriers limit of liability. Personnel are refunded the
amount recovered from the carrier over what the Government had
previously paid on the claim. (Ref 10:Enclosure 5, p. 33-34]
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D. OPTION 2 - RUPLICEMINT COST COVZRAGN
1. Description and Liability
The specific conditions that warrant the use of Option
2 - Full Replacement Protection, include:
* protection for individual items that exceed the ALDG
payment limits;
* protection for a shipment valued greater than $40,000;
* desire by the claimant not to have damaged or destroyed
items depreciated prior to settlement.
The coverage must be elected by personnel prior to the pick-up
of the shipment and is only available for domestic shipments.
The charge for the coverage is 85 cents per $100 of stated
valuation and the minimum coverage is the greater of $21,000
or $3.50 times the net weight of the shipment. [Ref. 9:p. 17]
Translated, this means if the shipment weight is 6000 pounds
or less, the minimum coverage is $21,000 ($3.50 times 6000
pounds is equal to $21,000 in valuation).
The Office of the Navy Judge Advocate General has
highlighted several problems with Option 2 coverage [Ref.
12:p. 3-4]:
Many counselors assume the only coverage available
under Option 2 is $21,000 or $3.50 times the weight of the
shipment. This is the minimum coverage available when
selecting full replacement coverage. As we interpret the
Tender of Service, under both Option 1 and Option 2, a
member can either take lump sum coverage (i.e., "Option 1-
-$75,000 lump sum") or increase the amount multiplied per
pound (e.g., "Option 2--valuation of $4.00 per pound times
the weight of the shipment") to arrive at the desired
level of protection.
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Counselors are not advising members who select Option
2 that the carrier has the right to repair or replace
items, and the claimant must first submit his claim to the
carrier.
The following example illustrates how Option 2
coverage works and how much it actually cost personnel to use.
2. Option 2 Example
For a 10,000 pound household goods shipment from
Norfolk, Virginia to Monterey, California, the Government's
maximum liability under basic coverage is $40,000 and the
carrier's maximum liability is $12,500 ($1.25 per pound times
weight of shipment, 10,000 pounds). Three bicycles
(designated A,B,C) in the shipment are damaged, destroyed or
lost. The ALDG specifies depreciation of ten percent per year
up to a maximum of 75 percent with a maximum payment per item
of $750 [Ref. 11:p. 3].
The owner elects the minimum replacement cost
valuation, $3.50 times the net weight of the shipment prior to
the move for a total valuation of $35,000 ($3.50 per pound
times 10,000 pounds). The coverage costs $297.50 (85 cents
times the number of $100 in valuation, 350). Since the
Government pays the carrier for the first $12,500 in liability
at 64 cents per $100 in valuation under basic coverage, $80
(64 cents times the number of $100 in valuation, 125) of this
cost is paid by the Government. The net cost of the coverage
to the owner is $217.50 ($297.50 - $80). [Ref. 9:p. 17]
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Bicycle A is one year old, cost $150 and has $20 of
minor damage. The Government would pay the full $20 cost to
repair the damage under basic coverage, and the carrier will
pay the same amount under Option 2.
Bicycle B is ten years old, cost $100 and is totally
destroyed. Based on depreciation of ten percent per year the
bicycle would have no value. Since 75% is the maximum
depreciation allowed, the Government would pay $25 for the
destroyed bicycle under basic coverage. However, the carrier
is bound to pay the full replacement cost of $100 under Option
2.
Bicycle C is brand new, cost $1,500 and is missing.
Depreciation is not applicable since the bicycle is new. The
Government would only pay $750 of this loss due to the limit
imposed in the ALDG under basic coverage. The carrier is
bound to pay the full $1,500 replacement cost under Option 2.
This example uses the basic coverage example data in
order to contrast basic coverage to Option 2. The example
shows how selection of Option 2 can eliminate uncompensated
loss due to depreciation and ALDG limits. Table 3.3 summaries
the example and contrasts the basic coverage to Option 2.
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TABLE 3.3
OPTION 2 EXAMPLE SUMMARY
F Bicycle Cost to Cost to Amount Amount Diff.
A B & C Owner Govmnt Claim Paid
Basic 0 $80 $1,620 $795 $825
Option 2 $217.50 $80 $1,620 $1,620 0
3. Claim Processing Procedure
Like Option 1 claims, claims for damage and loss for
personnel electing Option 2 must be submitted directly to the
carrier. If after 30 days the carrier fails to settle, the
Government will accept the claim for adjudication under the
basic coverage procedures and then file against the carrier
for the full value of the loss up to the carrier's liability
limit. Personnel are refunded the amount recovered from the
carrier over what the Government had previously paid on the
claim. (Ref 10:Enclosure 5, p. 34)
E. COMMERCIAL INSURANCE
1. Description and Liability
Commercial insurance firms and household moving firms
offer various policies to cover losses on household moves.
These policies include standard renter's and homeowner's
insurance and special trip transit insurance. One almost
universal characteristic of these commercial policies is that
they pay for total loss of the shipment, missing items or
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water-damaged items, but do not pay for damaged items. (Ref
9:p. 17]
This thesis will focus on a typical commercial
renter's insurance policy with replacement cost coverage and
a $100 deductible issued by United States Automobile
Association (USAA). This company and type of policy were the
most commonly observed in the claims sample group reviewed for
this thesis. Of the 176 claims reviewed for this thesis, 23
(13 percent) showed evidence of partial payment or coverage in
place during the PCS move. Of the 23 claims, 18 cited USAA as
the insurer, 5 cited Armed Forces Insurance as the insurer.
A copy of a typical USAA renter's insurance policy is provided
in Appendix 2.
Under the "Moving and Storage" section of Appendix 2,
the insurer lists the types of coverage and limitations that
apply during a household goods move. Of special interest is
that the policy will cover loss of property but will not cover
"Breakage, marring, scratching or handling."
Since the primary purpose of the policy is general
protection of the owner's property at his home, the cost of
the policy is not relevant to this review since the policy was
not purchased specifically for the household goods shipment.
The intent is to highlight the additional benefits available
to reduce uncompensated losses through an insurance instrument
which 60 percent of the sample group claim to carry in any
case (See student survey results in Chapter IV).
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For general information (based on the author's own
experience) an annual renter's policy with full replacement
cost coverage, $100 deductible and $29,100 limit in liability,
cost $142.45 in July 1993 in Monterey, California.
The following example illustrates how commercial
coverage works. This example uses the Option 2 example data
in order to contrast basic coverage, Option 2 and commercial
insurance.
2. Commercial Insurance Example
For a 10,000 pound household goods shipment from
Norfolk, Virginia to Monterey, California, the Government's
maximum liability is $40,000 and the carrier's maximum
liability under basic coverage is $12,500 ($1.25 per pound
times weight of shipment, 10,000 pounds). Three bicycles (
designated A,B,C) in the shipment are damaged, destroyed or
lost. The ALDG specifies depreciation of ten percent per year
up to a maximum of 75 percent with a maximum payment per item
of $750 (Ref. l1:p. 3].
The owner elects the minimum replacement cost
valuation, $3.50 times the net weight of the shipment prior to
the move for a total valuation of $35,000. The coverage costs
$297.50 (85 cents times the number of $100 in valuation, 350).
Since the Government pays the carrier for the first $12,500 in
liability at 64 cents per $100 in valuation under basic
coverage, $80 (64 cents times the number of $100 in valuation,
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125) of this cost is paid by the Government. The net cost of
the coverage to the owner is $217.50 ($297.50 - $80). [Ref.
9:p. 17]
The owner also has a commercial renter's policy with
full replacement cost coverage, a $100 deductible and a
$30,000 liability limit which is in effect during the shipment
of the household goods.
Bicycle A is one year old, cost $150 and has $20 of
minor damage. The Government would pay the full $20 cost to
repair the damage under basic coverage, and the carrier would
pay the same amount under Option 2. The insurance company
will not pay for general damage.
Bicycle B is ten years old, cost $100 and is totally
destroyed. Based on depreciation of ten percent per year the
bicycle would have no value. Since 75% is the maximum
depreciation allowed, the Government would pay $25 for the
destroyed bicycle under basic coverage. However, the carrier
is bound to pay the full replacement cost of $100 under Option
2. The insurance company will not pay for general damage.
Bicycle C is brand new, cost $1,500 and is missing.
Depreciation is not applicable since the bicycle is new. The
Government would only pay $750 of this loss due to the limit
imposed in the ALDG under basic coverage. The carrier is
bound to pay the full $1,500 replacement cost under Option 2.
The insurance company would have paid $1,400 ($1,500 less the
$100 deductible) since the item is missing. Because the
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Government would have adjudicated the claim on bicycle C for
$750 and the owner received $1,400 from the insurance company,
the Government is not bound to reimburse the owner for the
uncompensated deductible on his policy.
The example shows how commercial insurance can
eliminate some uncompensated loss due to ALDG limits and
contrasts these savings to those of Option 2. Table 3.4
summaries the example and contrasts the basic coverage, Option
2 and commercial coverage.
TABLE 3.4
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE EXAMPLE SUMMARY
Bicycle Cost to Cost to Amount Amount Diff.
A B & C Owner Govmnt Claim Paid
Basic 0 $80 $1,620 $795 $825
Option 2 $217.50 $80 $1,620 $1,620 0
Com.Ins. N/A $80 $1,620 $1,445* $175
* Basic coverage pays $20 for bicycle A and $25 for bicycle B.
Commercial insurance pays $1,400 for bicycle C.
3. Claim Processing Procedure
The Office of the Navy Judge Advocate General has
issued specific guidelines with regard to filing claims where
losses are covered by private insurance (Ref 14:p. 4]:
Regulations prohibit payment for losses covered by
insurance. However, there may be circumstances where the
claimant has not been fully compensated by his insurance
company. In these cases, a claimant must file with his
insurance company either before or at the same time as
filing a claim with the Navy. The claimant may not be
paid until the claimant provides a line by line breakdown
of what was paid for each item by the insurer. The claim
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must be fully substantiated and the claims adjudicator
must adjudicate each line item individually. The
adjudicator then compares the adjudicated value of each
line item with what was paid be the insurance company for
that item. If the amount the Navy would have paid is
greater, you may pay the claimant the difference as long
as you abide by the maximum allowance per item and
category of items, and of course, the statutory maximum of
$40,000.
The only time a claimant is entitled to payment of an
amount equal to his deductible is when the adjudicated
value of the loss, minus the amount the insurer has paid
or will pay, is equal to or greater than the amount of the
deductible.
P. SUMMARY
This chapter presented the mechanics of the four coverage
options available to cover losses on military household goods
moves and compared their differences. The cost associated
with each option, the potential savings on uncompensated
losses possible from each option, and the specific limitations
of each type of coverage were discussed.
Chapter IV presents the results of qualitative inquiries
addressed at the major participants in the claim process. The
objectives of Chapter IV are to document user knowledge and
use of the claim system through the use of a user survey, and
to identify other claim process participant's opinions as to
the best options to limit losses on PCS moves based on their





This chapter contains qualitative opinions of the various
participants in the household goods claim process concerning
the best methods to limit loss or damage on a PCS move. The
main objective of this chapter is to explore and document
useful suggestions that the participants may contribute to the
research, which may not be obtained from the quantitative
analysis of the sample claim data presented in Chapter V.
Secondary objectives of this chapter include documentation of
the level of actual usage of the options presented in Chapter
III, and opinions on the ease of use and fairness of the claim
system as it exists today.
This chapter includes a limited survey of military
officers who reported to the Naval Postgraduate School in
1992, interviews with local household goods carriers, the PPO
and legal office personnel and commercial insurance company
questionnaires.
B. OFFICER SURVEY
1. Purpose of the Survey
The purpose of the survey was to assess officer's
understanding of the options available to limit loss and.
damage liability, the level of usage and satisfaction with the
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options, and to identify possible under-reporting of damage
and loss on PCS moves as an area for future research.
The survey data results were also compared to certain
characteristics of the sample claim data set used in Chapter
V in order to validate the relationship between the survey
group (which is composed of officers who reported in 1992,
only) to the claim sample group (which is composed of claims
submitted in calendar year 1992 and includes some claims
submitted by officers who reported in 1991).
2. Method and Sample Group
On 26 August 1993, 200 surveys were randomly
distributed by the author (every tenth Navy officer student
mail box) in the Student Mail Center at the Naval Postgraduate
School. According to the Student Mail Center staff, the boxes
are assigned randomly as students report to the school. The
boxes are also marked with the service affiliation of the
student. The survey instructions are illustrated in Figure 1.
No attempt was made to preselect the year the officer
reported, therefore, based on a current enrollment of 1138
Navy officers [Ref. 15] and a population of 601 Navy officers
that reported in 1992 (Ref. 16], roughly 50 percent of the
surveys (100 students) were expected to be received by
officers reporting in 1992. Actual response was 41 completed
surveys, representing a 41 percent response for the 100
students that were the target group of the sample. This also
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represents a seven percent coverage rate for the 1992 officer
population. Survey responses were collected from 30 August
1993 to 11 September 1993.
STUDENT SURVEY
PCS MOVE HOUSEHOLD GOODS DAMAGE
COMPLETE THIS SURVEY ONLY IF:
1. YOU ARE A U.S. NAVY OFFICER
2. YOU REPORTED TO NPS IN 1992
Please Note: This random survey has limited distribution
(200).
Your response is appreciated!
When compltetd, foW over and retum to:
LT J.C. GUERRA
SMC 1931
Figure 1: Front Page of Student Survey.
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The student survey was composed of 14 questions which
required yes or no answers. The text of the questions
follows:
1. Did you experience any damage/loss to your personal
property on your last PCS move?
2. Did you file any claim for this damage/loss with the
Government, private insurer or carrier?
3. Were you aware or informed that you could purchase
additional replacement cost insurance from the carrier at
the time your PCS move was being scheduled by the Personal
Property Office?
4. Did you purchase replacement cost insurance from the
carrier on your last PCS move?
5. If purchased, did you claim against this coverage?
6. If you claimed against the coverage, were you satisfied
with the way the carrier handled your claim?
7. Would you elect to purchase this type of coverage on
future PCS moves?
8. Was your personal property covered by a renter's or
homeowner's insurance policy during your last PCS move?
9. If so, did you claim against the coverage on your last
PCS move?
10. If you claimed against the coverage, were you satisfied
with the way the insurance company handled your claim?
11. Would you elect to purchase this type of coverage on
future PCS moves?
12. If you filed a claim with the Government:
12.(a) Were instructions for filling out claims clear?
12.(b) Were the claim forms easy to fill out?
12.(c) Did you consider estimate requirements too strict?
12.(d) Were you satisfied with the time it took to process
the claim to payment?
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12.(e) Were you satisfied with the amount ultimately paid?
12.(f) Do you consider the claims process fair in that it
compensates you adequately for damage and loss on a PCS
move?
13. Are you satisfied with the current damage coverage
options (combination of private insurance, carrier
insurance and Government basic coverage) available on PCS
moves?
14. Was the duty station you moved from on your last PCS
move in the continental United States (i.e., exclude Hawaii
and Alaska)?
3. Results of Responses
Responses to the survey were manually tallied by the
author. A LOTUS 123 spreadsheet was used to summarize the
responses and calculate probabilities (i.e., f/N, where f =
number of responses, N = number of observations). Table 4.1
summarizes the results.
One indicator of the representativeness of the survey
is the observed response to question 12. The observed
probability of a student filing a government claim for the
sample was .49 (20/41, where f = 20 and N = 41). Based on the
actual data for the population in the claim logs for 1992 in
the PPO [Ref. 1), the probability of filing a claim for the
population was .47 (283/601, where f = 283 actual claims




RESULTS OF STUDENT SURVEY (N = 41 *)
Question Yes Probab No Probab
Number Resp. (f) of Yes Resp. (f) of No
1 35 0.8537 6 0.1463
2 22 0.5366 19 0.4634
3 21 0.5122 19 0.4634
4 0 0.0000 41 1.0000
5 0 0.0000 0 0.0000
6 0 0.0000 0 0.0000
7 10 0.2439 25 0.6098
8 25 0.6098 16 0.3902
9 3 0.0732 24 0.5854
10 3 0.0732 0 0.0000
11 24 0.5854 9 0.2195
12a* 10 0.5000 10 0.5000
12b* 9 0.4500 11 0.5500
12c* 11 0.5500 9 0.4500
12d* 4 0.2000 14 0.7000
12e* 5 0.2500 10 0.5000
12f* 6 0.3000 10 0.5000
13 28 0.6829 11 0.2683
14 34 0.8293 7 0.1707
Probabilities for question 12 are based on N = 20, the total
number of respondents to question 12.
4. Conclusions from Responses
The author interprets the results of the survey as
showing the following characteristics for the 1992 officer
population:
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"* At least 85 percent of the population experienced some
form of loss/damage during their last PCS move.
"* Only 53 percent of the population filed any type of claim,
thus actual damage claims may be under-reported by as much
as 32 percent.
"* Only half of the population (51 percent) *was aware or
informed of Option 2 coverage, even though it is a
mandatory premove counseling item for all PCS moves.
"* None of the population purchabed Option 2 coverage for
their last PCS move. However, 60 percent indicated they
would purchase Option 2 coverage on a future move.
"* At least 60 percent of the population was covered by a
commercial insurance policy during their last PCS move.
However, only 7 percent indicated that they actually filed
a claim. Over 58 percent would elect to purchase this
type of coverage for a future move. Based on observed
responses to questions two and 12, five percent (2/41) of
damage claims were filed directly with commercial insurers
and are not reported to the government.
"* Of the 20 responses to Question 12 (regarding satisfaction
with the basic coverage claims process), the respondents
were almost evenly split on clarity of instructions,
difficulty of completion, estimate requirements, amount
ultimately paid and equity of the claims process. However
70 percent indicated that they were not satisfied with the
time it took to process the claim.
"* At least 68 percent of the population was satisfied with
the current damage coverage options.
"* Over 82 percent of the population performed a domestic
move where Option 2 could have been selected.
These results indicate that most officers are covered
by commercial insurance during PCS moves, that none elect the
added coverage options (of which only half are even aware
exist), and that most officers are satisfied with the current
damage coverage options.
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C. LOCAL CARRIER INTERVIEWS
1. Purpose of the Interviews
The purpose of the local carrier interviews was to
assess usage of carrier replacement cost coverage (Option 2)
and to explore other claim related topics from the carrier's
perspective, including the carrier's recommendations for
limiting damage and loss claims on PCS moves.
2. Method and Sample Group
The PPO supervisor provided a list of suggested
candidates for interviews based on her assessment of their
willingness to participate in the study. All of the
candidates were interviewed by phone on 11 or 12 August 1993
[Ref. 17,18,19,20]. A list of prepared questions was
developed and used by the researcher in order to compare
responses among the various participants. The questions were
answered by claims personnel or owners with the understanding
that the source of the comments would be confidential.
The text of the prepared questions was as follows:
1. In your experience, what percentage *of military
personnel elect to take out replacement cost coverage on
moves with you?
2. Do you see this is an increasing, decreasing or
negligible trend?
3. What types of problems do you encounter with the claims
military personnel submit to you directly?
4. Is there any priority on your part to settle these
claims?
5. Do you feel the current claims process is fair?
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6. In your opinion, is the claims process slanted to favor
the military personnel moving?
7. Do you consider fraud to be a factor on many claims?
What percent would you say is fraudulent?
8. What do you see as the major problem with the claims
system as it stands now with respect to the way military
personnel file claims?
9. What would you do to improve the current system in
regard to the military personnel claim filing procedure?
10. In your opinion, does temporary storage in route result
in a noticeably higher incidence of claims on a move?
11. What is your best advice to military personnel on how
to limit claims on a PCS move?
3. Results of Responses
a. Question 1
Three of the four commercial carriers indicated
that use of replacement cost coverage was very low (i.e., one
to two percent of shipments or less). However, one carrier
indicated that 30 percent of military personnel elected
replacement cost coverage (This carrier is referred to as
carrier A for the remainder of responses.).
b. Question 2
Only carrier A thought the trend to use Option 2
was increasing. All others considered the usage trend
"negligible".
c. Question 3
Only carrier A indicated problems with Option 2
usage. These were: lack of familiarity with how to file and
lack of understanding with regards to packing rights.
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d. Question 4
Only carrier A indicated some minor priority to
settle government claims. All carriers indicated that they
try to process all claims quickly.
a. Question 5
Only one out of four carriers considered the
current claim process fair in that it equally balanced the
financial risk between the carrier and the customer.
f. Question 6
The carriers were mixed on the question of the
claims process being slanted to favor military personnel. Two
said yes, one said no and one said it was balanced between the
carrier and the Government.
g. Question 7
The carriers believed that from five to 30 percent
of claims filed involved some type of fraudulent claim.
h. Question 8
The major problems indicated by the carriers
included: problems with the DD Form 1840 in that it gave
personnel a virtual blank check on damage claims, bad
counseling by PPO claim staff and too long a period to settle
claims (two years).
i. Question 9
Suggested improvements to the claim system
included: allowing the inventory to be the judge of damage
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instead of the DD Form 1840, better counseling of military
personnel on the importance of the inventory and requiring
complete unpacking and damage assessment on day of delivery
with active PPO inspector involvement.
j. Question 10
All the carriers were unanimous in that temporary
storage was likely to increase damage and loss due to
increased handling of the shipment.
k. Question 11
The carrier's advice to limit claims included: pay
what it is worth to move (lowest bidder not always a good
deal), avoid temporary storage and summer moves (due to high
volume) and work with the driver and packers (be friendly and
courteous to them) to get good packing and an accurate
inventory.
4. Conclusions from Responses
Based on the carrier's responses, the best advice to
military personnel to limit losses on a PCS move include:
"* Avoid temporary storage.
"* Avoid summer moves due to high volume in industry.
"* Work with packer and mover; be nice to them.
"* Get good packing and accurate inventory.
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D. PERSONAL PROPERTY OFFICE INTERVIEWS
1. Purpose of Interviews
The purpose of the PPO personnel interviews was to
gather information on the household goods movement and claims
process, obtain recommendations for limiting claims on PCS
moves, and provide information on the loss and damage
liability reduction options available through PPO.
2. Method and Sample Group
The personnel selected for the PPO interviews were the
PPO supervisor [Ref. 21], personnel who do premove counseling
(only questions one through four) [Ref. 22] and personnel who
assist with claim preparation (Ref. 23). Due to the small
size of the PPO at the Naval Postgraduate School, the
individuals selected have exposure to all PCS move and claim
p.-ecessing. A list of prepared questions was developed and
used by the researcher in order to compare responses among the
various participants.
The text of the questions used were as follows:
1. Do you feel basic Government coverage is adequate for
most moves?
2. Do you advise military personnel to take out additional
insurance on PCS moves?
3. Is it common for personnel to elect carrier replacement
cost coverage?
4. Are there benefits to electing this coverage aside from
the coverage itself? (Do you think the carrier is actually
more careful if this option is purchased by the member?)
5. Do you feel the claims process is easy enough to use?
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6. Do you feel the current claims process is fair?
7. In your opinion, is the claims process slanted to favor
military personnel?
8. In your opinion, does temporary storage in route result
in a noticeably higher incidence of claims on a move?
9. Do you consider fraud to be a factor on many claims?
10. What do you see as the major problem with the claims
system as it stands now with respect to the way personnel
file claims?
11. What would you do to improve the current system in
regard to the claim filing procedure?
12. What is your best advice to personnel on how to limit
claims on a PCS move from your experience?
3. Results of Responses
a. Question 1
All respondents felt that basic government coverage
was adequate for most moves.
b. Question 2
All respondents indicated that they advised
personnel with "high value items" to acquire additional
insurance coverage on a PCS move.
c. Question 3
All respondents indicated it was not common for
personnel to select Option 2 coverage for PCS moves
originating at the Naval Postgraduate School.
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d. Question 4
All respondents indicated that the carrier would
likely be more careful if Option 2 was purchased on the
shipment.
e. Question 5 and 6
All respondents considered the claimprocess easy
to use and fair.
f. Question 7
The respondents were equally divided on the
question of whether or not the claim process was slanted to
favor military personnel.
g. Question 8 an 9
All of the respondents felt that temporary storage
does increase the incidence of claims and that fraud was not
a factor on many claims.
h. Question 10 and 11
All respondents saw no major problem with the
current claims system. The following suggestions were made to
improve the system: have personnel and carrier fill out forms
concurrently and carefully and shorten the claim process.
i. Question 12
The respondent's best advice to limit claims on PCS
moves included: meet the shipment, avoid temporary storage at
destination and treat the movers like people, "be nice".
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4. Comolusions from Responses
Based on the PPO personnel's responses, the best
advice to military personnel to limit losses on a PCS move
include:
"* Avoid temporary storage enroute; meet.the shipment.
"* Take out added coverage for expensive items.
"* Work with packer and mover; be nice to them.
"* Purchasing Option 2 may result in less claims.
Z. LEGAL OFFICE INTERVIEWS
1. Purpose of- Interviews
The purpose of the legal office personnel interviews
was to explore questions regarding the current Government
claim system from the perspective of the personnel who process
the claims at the Naval Postgraduate School, and to solicit
their recommendations to avoid claims on PCS moves.
2. Method and Sample Group
The legal officer [Ref. 24] and her administrative
assistant [Ref. 2] were interviewed because they process all
of the local household goods damage and loss claims forwarded
by the PPO. A list of prepared questions was developed and
used by the researcher in order to compare responses among the
participants.
The text of the questions used follows:
1. Do you feel the claims process is easy enough to use?
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2. Do you feel the current claims process adequately
compensates military personnel?
3. In your opinion, is the claims process slanted to favor
personnel?
4. Do you consider fraud to be a factor on many claims?
5. What do you see as the major problem with the claims
system as it stands now with respect'to the way personnel
file a claim?
6. What would you do to improve the current system in
regard to the claim filing procedure?
7. In your opinion, does temporary storage in route result
in a noticeably higher incidence of claims on a move?
8. What is your best advice to personnel on how to limit
claims on a PCS move?
3. Results of Responses
a. Question 1 and 2
The respondents were divide with respect to the
claim process being easy to use and with the adequacy of
compensation for losses incurred by military personnel.
b. Question 3 and 4
Both respondents felt that the claim process was
not slanted to favor military personnel and that fraud was not
a factor on may claims.
c. Question 5
The respondents indicated the following problems
with the claims system: missing items or errors in forms
submitted, length of process too long, difficult estimate
requirements and non-availability of replacement cost under
basic coverage for damaged items.
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d. Question 6
The following suggestions were made to improve the
system: reduce number of players (allow one adjustor to settle
claims like civilian insurance firms do) and seek closer
coordination between legal office and PPO staff.
a. Question 7
The respondents were evenly split on the issue of
whether on not temporary storage enroute caused increased
incidence of claims.
f. Question 8
The respondents made the following suggestions on
how to limit claims on PCS moves: discontinue use of carriers
with high claim history, itemize high value items on the
inventory, make sure all items are clean before shipment and
contest the carriers "soiled" exceptions if taken on
upholstered items on the inventory, dismantle your own items
and retain all hardware, hand carry valuables, make sure
carrier packs right - call PPO for an inspector if carrier is
not packing correctly.
4. Conclusions from*Responses
Based on the legal office personnel's responses, the
best advice to military personnel to limit losses on a PCS
move include:
"* Make sure items are clean; contest comments on inventory.
"* Hand carry valuables; list high value items clearly on
inventory.
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"* Work with packer and mover; insist on correct packing even
if it takes a PPO inspector to make them do the job right.
"* Dismantle items yourself that can be taken apart and hand
carry all hardware so that it will not be lost by mover.
1. COMMIRCIhL INSURANCE COMPANY QUESTIONNAIRES
1. Purpose of Questionnaires
The purpose of the commercial insurance company
questionnaires was to provide background information on the
types of coverage available, actual loss experience on
military moves, and the insurance companies' recommendations
of methods to limit claims on PCS moves.
2. Method and Sample Group
Two insurance companies, United States Automobile
Association (USAA) of San Antonio, Texas and Armed Forces
Insurance (AFI) of Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, together
accounted for 100 percent of the commercial insurance payments
documented in the 1992 sample claims data set. Based on their
relation to the claim data set, both firms were asked to
respond to a questionnaire prepared by the researcher.
The text of the questionnaire follows:
1. In your experience, what percentage of military
personnel you insure elect to take out replacement cost
coverage prior to PCS moves?
2. Do you see this is an increasing, decreasing or
negligible trend?
3. What types of problems do you encounter with the claims
submitted to you for losses on PCS moves?
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4. In there any priority on your part to collect from the
carrier for these losses after payment to the military
personnel?
5. Do you feel the current claims process is fair with
respect to the officer having to file against his personal
insurance on a Government sponsored move?
6. In your opinion, is the claims process slanted to favor
the officer?
7. Do you consider fraud to be a factor on many PCS
associated claims?
8. What do you see as the major problem with the military
claims system as it stands now with respect to the way an
officer files a claim?
9. What would you do to improve the current system in
regard to the Government's claim filing procedure?
10. In your opinion, does temporary storage in route result
in a noticeably higher incidence of claims on a PCS move?
11. What is your best advice to officers on how to limit
losses on a PCS move?
12. For losses on PCS moves, what type of coverage does an
officer have on a: Renter's policy? Homeowner's policy?
13. How does the coverage vary between domestic and
overseas damage?
14. Is there any special type of insurance product
available from USAA/AFI just for PCS moves?
15. Does USAA/AFI keep statistics on total payments made
for losses on PCS moves? If so, can they be provided for
this survey?
16. Is the level of losses on PCS moves an issue or concern
at USAA/AFI?
3. Results of Responses
USAA's responses are summarized below for questions
one through 11. The full text of USAA's responses is provided
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in Appendix C. Armed Forces Insurance did not respond to the
questionnaire.
a. Question I and 2
USAA indicated that customers do not take out
replacement cost coverage prior to a move because 90% of the
renter's policies in place already carry replacement cost
coverage. They also see no trend in customers taking out
coverage prior to a PCS move.
b. Question 3
USAA indicated that the biggest problem they
encounter on PCS claims is that the Government tells personnel
they have 2 years to file a claim and this results in loss of
claim information and delays.
c. Question 4 and 5
USAA indicated that it does attempt to claim
against the Government and carriers for payments made on PCS
claims. In their view, if a customer has a policy in place,
they are bound to pay on the policy.
d. Question 6 and 7
USAA does not consider the claim process to be
slanted in favor of the officer, and incidence of fraud is not
any higher than for other types of claims.
e. Question 8, 9 and 10
USAA sees failure of the Government to tell
personnel to file against private insurance quickly as the
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major problem with military claims. Correcting this would be
a great improvement. USAA does not consider temporary storage
to be a factor in level of claims.
f. Question 11
USAA's best advice to personnel to limit claims on
PCS moves is to buy extra insurance from the carrier, do not
pack jewelry, do not get rushed by mover, and carefully check
the inventory at pick up and delivery.
4. Conclusions form Responses
Based on USAA's responses, the best advice to
personnel to avoid claims and limit losses on PCS moves
includes:
"* Buy extra insurance from carrier to motivate him to limit
damage.
"* Do not pack jewelry.
"* Do not get rushed by mover.
"* Make sure to carefully check the inventory on pick up and
delivery.
"* File claim quickly to avoid documentation problems.
G. SUMMARY
This chapter has established that the use of Option 1 and
Option 2 coverage is rare for the sample officer group. It
has highlighted the views of the various participants as to
the fairness of the existing claim system, and shown that most
officers are actually satisfied with the current claim system.
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In addition, this chapter provided each of the claim process
participant's recommendations of actions military personnel
can take to limit claims on PCS moves. It should be noted
that both the PPO personnel and USAA stated that taking out
insurance with the carrier motivated the carrier to be more
careful with the shipment.
Chapter V uses a sample set of completed household goods
claims to establish the profile of types of loss and damage on
actual PCS moves. This profile data is used to compare the
relative costs and savings from using the various options




This chapter presents the quantitative analysis of the
1992 completed claim data.
The sample data was collected by the author through a
review of the completed personal property claims on file in
the base legal office at the Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, California. Data collection began on 19 August 1993
and was completed on 24 August 1993. Figure 2 shows the
specific data elements selected for use in the analysis.
Sources of the specific data elements included:
"* Claim ID - GBL Number; DD1840 block 7.
"* Total amount of claim; DD1842 block 9.
"* Amount of claim designated "missing"; DD1844 block 7.
"* Amount of claim due to damage only; DD1844 block 11a.
"* Amount of claim requiring replacement due to damage or
loss; DD1844 block lib.
"* Amount of claim paid by personal private insurance; DD1844
block 26 and comments, insurance company letter in file.
"* Weight of shipment; DD1840 block 4 or DD1299 block 7 or
SF1203A block 28.
"* Location from where move was initiated; DD1840 block 5.
"* Amount of claim paid by Navy using depreciation method;
DD1842 block 20.
"* Amount of claim not reimbursed to member: DD1842 block 9
minus DD1842 block 20.
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DATA COLLECTION SHEET
DATE DATA COLLECTED: PAGE NO:
CLAIM ID - GBL NUMBER
TOTAL AMOUNT OF CLAIM
AMOUNT OF CLAIM
DESIGNATED "MISSING"
AMOUNT OF CLAIM DUE TO
DAMAGE ONLY
AMOUNT OF CLAIM DUE TO
REPLACEMENT COST





AMOUNT OF CLAIM PAID BY
MILITARY USING
DEPRECIATION METHOD
AMOUNT OF CLAIM NOT
REIMBURSED TO MEMBER
Figure 2: Claim Data Collection Sheet
Various statistical (MINITAB) and spreadsheet (LOTUS 123)
manipulations were accomplished to establish probability of
claim occurrence and cost/benefit analysis of various coverage
options using the sample data.
The characteristics of the population and sample data set
included:
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"* Total population of Naval officers reporting to the Naval
Postgraduate School in calendar year 1992 : 601 [Ref. 16).
"* Total claims filed by the population with PPO in calendar
year 1992 for household goods moves: 283 [Ref. 1].
"* Total of 283 claims filed with PPO that were over $2,000
threshold for local processing: 2S [Ref. 1].
"* Total of 283 claims filed with PPO that were forwarded for
processing by the local legal office: 25 (Ref. 1).
"* Total of 258 claims processed by the legal office which
were still in some aspect uncompleted: 82.
"* Total of 258 claims processed by the legal office which
were completed in all respects and reviewed for this
thesis: 176 (126 domestic shipments, 50 overseas
shipments). This 176 is the thesis claim sample set.
More detailed aspects of the sample data are discussed in the
following sections.
B. CLAIM PROBABILITIES
1. Overall Claim Probabilities
As described in Chapter IV, based on the results of
the officer survey, the probability of submitting any type of
claim for a shipment is .53, and the probability of submitting
a claim with the Government is .48. This compares with a
probability of submitting a claim with the Government of .47
(283/601) observed in the claim logs in the PPO (Ref. 1).
These probabilities are for all claims, including
claims over $2,000 which are not processed at the Naval
Postgraduate School. Because the claim data is limited to
locally processed claims under $2,000, a brief discussion of
the claims over $2,000 is provided for completeness.
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2. Probability of a Claim over $2,000
The claim logs in the PPO show that 25 of the 283
logged claims were sent to Naval Station Treasure Island for
processing. In the course of reviewing the completed claim
data set, the author found seven additional claims which,
because of partial private insurance payments, also exceeded
the $2000 claim threshold.
Therefore, although the claim logs indicate a
probability of submitting a government claim over $2,000 of
.04 (25/601) for the population, the sample data indicates
that the number of claims over $2,000 was as high as 32 for
the population, resulting in a slightly higher probability of
.05 for claims over $2,000. This implies that more than five
percent of the officer population will experience a claim over
$2,000 on a household goods shipment.
3. significance of Claims Over $2,000
Although the claim logs in the PPO did not provide the
amount of the claim ultimately paid by the Government, the
initial amount of the claim is recorded. This set of claim
data had a mean of $3,267, standard deviation of $1,848 and
median value of $2,588.
Given that the mean value of the amount claimed for
the locally processed claims (presented in the next section)
is $714, the inclusion of the data for claims over $2,000
would tend to increase the mean claim amount to $1,032, with
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a median of $576. However, since the profile and ultimate
settlement amount of these claims is not readily available,
the general assumption that the true mean claim value is
higher than the claim value exhibited by the sample claim set
is noted as a limitation of the research.
C. PROFILE OF DAX&GE/LOBB CLAIM8
1. Overall Damage/Loss Profile
LOTUS 123 was used to calculate the statistical
summary for all sample claim data (n = 176) provided below in
Table 5.1.
TABLE 5.1
OVERALL DAMAGE/LOSS PROFILE FOR SAMPLE DATA
(U.S. DOLLARS)
Total Missing Damage Requires
Claim Items Only Replacmnt
Total 125,737 37,213 52,327 73,218
Mean 714 211 297 416
Std Dev 1,019 934 391 947
Median 473 0 152 195
Min Value 6 0 0 0
Max Value 11,161 11,161 2,462 11,161
This table shows that the mean claim is $714 for
locally processed claims. The large standard deviation
indicates that the claim amounts vary widely. This table also
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indicates that, on average, missing items tend to be less of
a problem than damdge.
2. Domestic Damage/Loss Profile
LOTUS 123 was used to calculate the statistical
summary for domestic shipment sample claim data (n = 126)
provided below in Table 5.2.
TABLE 5.2
DOMESTIC SHIPMENT DAMAGE/LOSS PROFILE FOR SAMPLE DATA
(U.S. DOLLARS)
Total Missing Damage Requires
Claim Items Only Replacmnt
Total 90,617 31,807 32,454 57,969
Mean 719 252 258 460
Std Dev 1,139 1,074 301 1,099
Min Value 6 0 0 0
Max Value 11,161 11,161 1,638 11,161
The data indicate that the mean claim for domestic
shipments is $719, which is virtually the same as the mean
claim for overall shipments of $714. The domestic claim data
also does not show a significant difference in the mean value
for missing or damaged items when compared with the overall
data.
3. Overseas Damage/Loss Profile
LOTUS 123 was used to calculate the statistical
summary for overseas shipment sample claim data (n = 50)
provided below in Table 5.3.
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TABLE 5.3
OVERSEAS SHIPMENT DAMAGE/LOSS PROFILE FOR SAMPLE DATA
(U.S. DOLLARS)
Total Missing Damage Requires
Claim Items Only Replacmnt
Total 35,120 5,406 19,873 15,249
Mean 702 108 397 305
Std Dev 617 387 543 310
Min Value 38 0 0 0
Max Value 2,784 2,387 2,462 1,279
The data indicate that the mean claim for overseas
shipments is $702, which is slightly lower than the mean claim
for overall shipments of $714. The overseas claim data does
show a greater difference in the mean value between missing
and damaged items. The data implies that, on average, damage
is a much larger part of a claim than missing items for
overseas shipments.
D. ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVENESS OF GOVERNMENT COVERAGE
1. Overall Effectiveness of Government Coverage
The sample data indicate that the probability of basic
Government coverage covering 100 percent of the damage/loss on
a shipment where a claim was filed was .13 (22/176). Using
the probability of submitting a claim with the Government of
.47 observed in the PPO claim logs, and the probability of
basic Government coverage covering 100 percent of the
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damage/loss of .13 described above, the probability of
personnel having a move where 100 percent of the damage/loss
is covered by the basic Government coverage is .06 (Calculated
using the general multiplication rule of probability, .47
times .13).
The profile of the Government payments and the
uncompensated loss for the sample data (n = 176) is provided
in Table 5.4.
TABLE 5.4




Total Payments 78,029 20,858
Mean Payment 443 119
Std Deviation 359 184
Minimum Value 6 0
Maximum Value 1,708 1,056
The data indicate that the average payment the
Government made on a claim was $443, and that the average
uncompensated loss after the Government payment was $119.
The data show that overall the basic Government coverage pays
62 percent ($78,029/$125,737) of the total amount claimed, and
that the overall percentage of uncompensated losses that are
due to the Allowance List - Depreciation Guide (ALDG) is 17
percent ($20,858/$135,737).
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2. Doaestic Effectiveness of Governmemt Coverage
The sample data indicate that the probability of basic
Government coverage covering 100 percent of the damage/loss on
a domestic shipment where a claim was filed was .11 (14/126).
The domestic profile of the Government payments and the
uncompensated loss for the sample data (n = 126) is provided
in Table 5.5.
TABLE 5.5




Total Payments 55,266 13,323
Mean Payment 439 106
Std Deviation 359 155
Minimum Value 6 0
Maximum Value 1,616 854
The data indicate that, on average, there is no
significant difference between the level of payment and
uncompensated loss for domestic shipment claims and overall
claims.
3. Overseas Effectiveness of Government Coverage
The sample data indicate that the probability of basic
Government coverage covering 100 percent of the damage/loss on
an overseas shipment where a claim was filed was .16 (8/50).
The overseas profile of the Government payments and the
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uncompensated loss for the sample data (n = 50) is provided in
Table 5.6.
TABLE 5.6




Total Payments 22,763 7,535
Mean Payment 455 151
Std Deviation 358 239
Minimum Value 6 0
Maximum Value 1,708 1,056
The data indicate that, on average, although there is
a higher probability of receiving 100 percent reimbursement by
Government coverage on an overseas claim, the level of
uncompensated loss tends to be higher than for overall claims.
E. ANALYSIS OF COST/BENEFIT OF OPTION 2
1. Introduction
LOTUS 123 was used to calculate the cost of Option 2
coverage for each shipment. First, an Option 2 charge weight
was generated for each record by replacing all weights below
6000 pounds with the minimum charge value of 6000 pounds (the
minimum weight charge for Option 2 coverage). The Option 2
charge weights were then multiplied by $3.50 per pound and
divided by 100 to establish the units of $100 valuation.
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These units were multiplied by the set charge of 85 cents per
$100 valuation to arrive at the total cost of Option 2
coverage. The total charge for Option 2 was reduced by $80
(Government's share) to arrive at the total cost of Option 2
to the owner of the shipment. This value was compared to the
uncompensated loss data field of each record to identify the
number of records where the uncompensated loss was More than
the cost of Option 2 to the owner.
Since Option 2 is currently only available for
domestic shipments, the domestic shipment evaluation is most
relevant to the scope of this thesis. However, since the MTMC
is considering making Option 2 available for overseas
shipments, overseas shipments were also evaluated [Ref. 25].
The following sections provide a summary of the
comparison of the cost of Option 2 to the owner and
uncompensated loss.
2. Overall
Overall, the probability of an uncompensated loss
being greater than the cost of Option 2 for personnel who
filed claims was .26 (46/176). This implies that 26 percent
of those personnel who file a claim would benefit to some
degree from purchasing Option 2 because the cost of Option 2
would be less than the amount of loss/damage covered.
Using the probability of submitting a claim with the
Government of .47 observed in the PPO claim logs, and the
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probability of uncompensated loss being greater than the cost
of Option 2 of .26, the probability of personnel having a move
where the cost of Option 2 is less than the uncompensated loss
is .12 (Calculated using the general multiplication rule of
probability, .47 times .26).
Table 5.7 provides an overall profile of the cost of
option 2 to uncompensated loss for the sample data (n = 176).
TABLE 5.7






Std Deviation 69 184
Minimum Value 99 0
Maximum Value 426 1,056
The data indicate that, on average, the cost of
purchasing Option 2 is greater than the uncompensated loss.
However, as the previous discussion indicated, at least 12
percent of the population can expect the cost of Option 2 to
be less than the uncompensated loss it covers for the
purchaser.
Because the PPO claim log data did not clearly
distinguish the origin of each shipment, the population
statistic for domestic and overseas claims could not be
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calculated for the next two sections. However, as will be
seen in general the data support that personnel making
overseas shipments could benefit more from purchasing Option
2 if it were made available.
3. Domestic
For domestic shipments, the probability of the
uncompensated loss being greater than the cost of Option 2 for
personnel who filed claims was .23 (29/126). Table 5.8
provides a domestic shipment profile of the cost of option 2
to uncompensated loss for the sample data (n = 126).
TABLE 5.8






Std Deviation 72 155
Minimum Value 99 0
Maximum Value 426 854
4. Overseas
For overseas shipments, the probability of the
uncompensated loss being greater than the cost of Option 2 for
personnel who filed claims was .34 (17/50). Table 5.9
provides an overseas shipment profile of the cost of option 2
to uncompensated loss for the sample data (n = 50).
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TABLE 5.9






Std Deviation 58 239
Minimum Value 99 0
Maximum Value 359 1,056
The overseas data imply that Option 2, on average,
would cost personnel less than the level of uncompensated
losses it covers. However, as previously stated, this
coverage is not currently available.
F. ANALYSIS OF COMMERCIAL INSURANCE COVERAGE
1. Introduction
The evaluation of insurance data is constrained by
several factors. First of all, claims that were filed
directly with an insurance company were not recorded in the
claim data set. The survey data in Chapter IV indicated that
as many as five percent of claims could have been directly
filed with private insurers. Second, usually only "missing"
items are covered by private insurance companies, subject to
a deductible.
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Using a $100 deductible, the data designated as
"missing" on the sample claims was examined by the author for
total values over $100. If the total "missing" value was over
$100, there could have been some potential savings from
private insurance coverage.
The following sections provide a summary of the
profile of "missing" items and the amounts paid by private
insurance for the sample data set. Also included are the
observed probabilities that the "missing" items amounts exceed
the $100 deductible for each category of shipment.
2. Overall
Overall, the probability that the "missing" items
exceed the $100 deductible for personnel who filed a claim is
.10 (19/176). Using the probability of submitting a claim
with the Government of .47 observed in the PPO claim logs, and
the probability that the "missing" items exceed the $100
deductible for personnel who filed a claim of .10, the
probability of personnel having a move where they would be
able to claim against a commercial insurer if all personnel
were covered by commercial insurance is .05 (Calculated using
the general multiplication rule of probability, .47 times
.10).
Table 5.10 provides a summary of the overall profile
of "missing" items and the amounts paid by private insurance
for the sample data set (n - 176).
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TABLE 5.10






Std Deviation 934 888
Minimum Value 0 0
Maximum Value 11,161 10,661
Although five percent of the officer population seems
small, it is significant that 74 percent ($27,408/$37,213) of
the total for items designated "missing" on claims was paid by
private insurance. Considering that this is coverage which is
not specifically purchased for a PCS move, the advantage of
the coverage is clearly evident.
3. Domestic
For domestic shipments, the probability that the
"missing" items exceed the $100 deductible on a filed claim is
.11 (14/126). Table 5.11 provides a summary of the domestic
shipment profile of total "missing" items and the amounts paid
by private insurance for the sample data set (n = 126).
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TABLE 5.11






Std Deviation 1,074 1,023
Minimum Value 0 0
Maximum Value 11,161 10,661
4. Overseas
For overseas shipments, the probability that the
"missing" items exceed the $100 deductible on a filed claim is
.10 (5/50). Table 5.12 provides a summary of the overseas
shipment profile of "missing" items and the amounts paid by
private insurance for the sample data set (n = 50).
TABLE 5.12






Std Deviation 387 369
Minimum Value 0 0
Maximum Value 2,387 2,137
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The data for overseas shipments indicates that 89
percent ($4,811/$5,406) of the total "missing" items were paid
by private insurance. The value of this coverage for overseas
shipments is clear.
G. HIGHLIGHTS OF EFFECTIVENESS SECTIONS D,E AND F
To review the highlights of the previous three sections
dealing with the effectiveness of each coverage:
"" Basic Government coverage will cover 100 percent of losses
for six percent of moves.
"* Basic Government coverage covers 62% of the total dollar
amount of claims filed.
"* The ALDG guidelines result in uncompensated losses equal
to 17% of the total dollar amount of claims filed.
"* If all officers elected to purchase Option 2 coverage,
only 12 percent of the officers would experience losses
larger than the amount they paid for the coverage.
"* If all officers were covered by a commercial insurance
policy during a move, only five percent would incur a loss
large enough to file against the insurer.
"* Overall, commercial insurance paid for 74 percent of the
total dollar value listed on claims as "missing".
"* For overseas claims, commercial insurance paid 89 percent
of the total dollar value listed on the claims as
"missing".
The next three sections explore correlations between
various variables in order to identify predictors that
personnel could use to decide what options to elect prior to
a PCS move.
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R. CORRELATIONOF SHIPMENT WEIGHT TO UNCOMPENSAYTD LOSS
In an effort to establish the influence of the weight of
a shipment to the resulting uncompensated loss, MINITAB was
used to test the correlation of the two variables. The
results, presented in Appendix D, produced a correlation
coefficient value of 0.050 for domestic shipments and 0.108
for overseas shipments. These values indicate that there is
a very weak correlation between the weight of a shipment and
the resulting level of uncompensated loss for shipments
processed under basic government coverage.
I. CORRELATION OF DISTANCE OP SHIPMENT TO CLAIM AMOUNT
In order to explore other factors which may contribute to
the overall amount of claims, averages of claim-amounts were
calculated for shipments originating at major military bases
in Hawaii, Japan, Italy, Washington, South Carolina, Florida
and Maryland. The locations were selected at random from all
the available locations in the claim data set to give a
general dispersion of distances from Monterey, California. The
criteria for selection was a large number of claims for the
particular site in order to make the sample more
representative.
As indicated below in Table 5.13, there appears to be a
general relationship between distance and domestic and
overseas shipments. It appears that, in general, the average
claim increases as distance increases domestically and that
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overseas shipments have a higher average claim than domestic
shipments.
TABLE 5.13
EFFECT OF DISTANCE ON CLAIM AMOUNT
(U.S. DOLLARS)
Origin of the Shipment Average Distance
Amount of (miles)
Claim
Washington (Seattle) $243 918 *
Hawaii (Honolulu) OS $660 2,100 **
Florida (Jacksonville) $576 2,701 *
Sth Carolina (Charleston) $518 2,723 *
Maryland (Annapolis) $563 2,945 *
Japan (Yokosuka) OS $698 5,250 **
Italy (Naples) OS $721 7,945 **
Source: Official Table of Distances, NAVSO P 2471.
• * Source: Estimates from Collier's World Map.
OS Overseas Shipment.
J. CORRELATION OP TEMPORARY STORAGE TO CLAIK AMOUE T
Although several of the participants in the claim process
expressed in their responses to interviews in Chapter IV that
temporary storage contributed to higher claim amounts, this
attribute could not be tested with the available claim data.
Most of the completed claim files did not clearly indicate if
the shipment had been stored at origin or destination.
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R. SmiMY
This chapter presented the quantitative analysis of the
completed claim data reviewed at the Naval Postgraduate School
legal office. The overall profile of claims was established,
revealing that most of the claim amount is a result of damage,
not missing items. The data established that basic government
coverage covers all losses on only six percent of all claims
but a large proportion of the losses (62%) on overall claims.
The data established that 12 percent of officers could benefit
from purchasing Option 2 coverage and that five percent of
officers could benefit from private insurance coverage already
in place at the time of the PCS move.
This chapter also established that, in general, there is
a relationship between distance of domestic shipment and
average amount of claim, and that average claims for overseas
shipments are greater than average claims for domestic
shipments. In addition, no correlation was found between the
weight of a shipment and the ultimate level of uncompensated
loss experienced for shipments under basic government
coverage.
The final chapter of this thesis provides a summary of the
research, the conclusions of the research and recommendations
for additional research.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMZNDATIONS
A. SUMMARY
This thesis began with an account of a typical household
goods shipment for military personnel executing a PCS move.
The account highlighted the order of events in a typical
shipment, and provided two hypothetical endings; a move where
no damage or loss occurred, and a move where damage or loss
required the submission of a claim. The stated purpose of the
thesis was to explore the actions that military personnel
could take prior to a PCS move to limit uncompensated loss or
damage during the move, assessing the costs and benefits of
each alternative.
A review of the major participants in the military
household goods shipment process was provided in order to gain
insight into the role each participant plays in the claim
process. The important role of the PPO and the base legal
office in the claim processing area was highlighted.
The thesis concentrated on four options available to limit
uncompensated losses on a household goods shipment. These
included basic Government coverage, increased valuation
(Option 1), replacement cost coverage (Option 2) and
commercial insurance coverage. Each of the options was
discussed, and their use was detailed through examples. In
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addition, the cost and potential savings from each option was
highlighted.
In order to gather subjective information in support of
the thesis, a survey, interviews and questionnaires, were
used. The information gathered provided insight into the
frequency of use of the various options as well as the
participant's recommendations of methods to limit damage and
losses on household goods shipments.
A more quantitative approach was used to analyze the data
collected from completed 1992 travel claims on file in the
base legal office at the Naval Postgraduate School. The
probabilities for submission of claims, 100 percent
effectiveness of basic Government coverage, uncompensated loss
exceeding cost of Option 2 coverage and frequency of use of
commercial insurance coverage were established. In addition,
the correlation of shipment weight to uncompensated loss and
of distance of shipment to average claim were tested.
Based on the information gathered through the qualitative
and quantitative research, the author formulated the
conclusions presented in the following section.
B. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of this research are addressed in the
context of answering the subsidiary research questions in
order to arrive at the response to the primary research
question.
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1. Frequency of Losses and ALDG Impact
Based on the data in Chapter IV, 47 to 48 percent of
officers will file a claim for loss/damage during a PCS move.
However, since many officers choose not file claims, the
actual frequency of loss/damage is much higher than indicated
by the filed claims alone.
Based on the sample data in Chapter V, the overall
percentage of uncompensated losses that are due to the
Allowance List - Depreciation Guide (ALDG) is 17 percent.
2. Use of Coverage Options
Based on the qualitative and quantitative data in
Chapters IV and V, the author concludes that the use of Option
1 and Option 2 are rare. The survey results indicate that
none of the sample group had purchased additional coverage
from the carrier. The data imply that none of the losses were
covered by commercial carrier provided replacement cost
coverage.
3. Familiarity with Option 2
The results of the officer survey indicate that only
51% of the officers were familiar with additional replacement
cost coverage, although it is a mandatory counseling item
before each PCS move by the PPO staff. These results imply
that the counseling function may be inadequate at some
locations.
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4. Value of Comiercial Insurance Riders
The survey data in Chapter IV indicates that 6u
percent of the officers had commercial renter's or homeowner's
insurance in place at the time of the PCS move. Overall,
commercial insurance payments covered 22 percent of the total
amount of claims filed. More significant is that commercial
insurance policies covered 74 percent of "missing" items
overall and 89 percent of all "missing" items for overseas
shipments. This implies that commercial insurance coverage may
provide substantial loss savings to some officers without
specifically electing the coverage for a PCS move.
5. Satisfaction with Current Coverage options
The survey data in Chapter IV also indicates that 68
percent of the sample group were satisfied with the current
financial protection from losses provided on PCS moves. This
implies that there is no overwhelming customer dissatisfaction
to compel the MTMC to make changes to the current system.
6. Suggestions to Limit Losses
The interviews with the PPO, legal office and local
commercial carriers, and the questionnaire response provided
by USAA, highlighted several recommendations to limit
loss/damage on PCS moves. These included:
"* Avoid temporary storage enroute, meet the shipment.
"* Avoid summer moves due to high volume in industry.
"* Get good packing and accurate inventory, do not rush.
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"• Take out added coverage for expensive items.
"* Work with packer and mover, be nice to them.
"* Purchasing Option 2 may result in less claims.
"* Make sure items are clean, contest comments on inventory.
"• Hand carry valuables, list high value items clearly on
inventory.
"* Insist on correct packing, use PPO inspectors if required.
"* Dismantle items yourself and hand carry hardware to
reassemble at destination.
"• File claim quickly to avoid documentation problems.
7. Final Conclusion of Research
This research focused on the subjective opinions of
the various participants in the household goods claim process
and a quantitative analysis using expected values based on
averages derived from actual claim data. The research did
not focus on the risk of damage inherent to a household good
shipment or factors that predict the level of risk for
different moves.
Based on this research, the researcher concludes that
the basic Government coverage is adequate for the average
household goods shipment which contains no items that exceed
the ALDE limits. A key factor to consider in electing
additional coverage prior to a move is what the ALDG limits
are for the specific items in the shipment.
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The data in Chapter V implies that if all officers
elected Option 2, only 12 percent would experience a claim
amount higher than what they paid for the extra coverage.
However, for shipments where items exceed the ALDG limits or
the value of the shipment exceed the Government liability
ceiling of $40,000, Option 2 may offer real potential
benefits.
Commercial coverage by a private insurance firm,
carried as part of a renter's or homeowner's policy , can
increase the level of loss coverage under basic Government
coverage at no additional cost. Personnel should refrain from
canceling private insurance policies while their household
goods are in transit in order to take advantage of this
option.
The qualitative research suggestions provide
additional recommendations that may tend to make basic
government coverage even more cost effective. Of special note
is that the PPO staff and USAA both indicated that Option 2
coverage motivated the commercial carrier to provide more
careful service because they bore the full liability for loss
and damage.
C. RECOMMENDATION FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
1. Underreporting of Loss and Damage
In the course of doing this research, it became
obvious that the actual level of damage and loss that occurs
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on household good shipments is underreported to the Military
Traffic Management Command. First of all, the officer survey
in Chapter IV revealed that although 85 percent of the
population experienced some form of loss/damage during a PCS
move, only 53 percent of the population filed a claim. The
survey also reveled that five percent of the officers filed
claims directly with a commercial insurance company. Since
the only claims reported to MTMC by the PPO are claims filed
with the PPO, claims filed directly with commercial insurance
firms also tend to understate the true total of loss/damage on
PCS moves reported to MTMC.
An interesting area of additional research would be to
explore the true total of loss/damage for household goods
shipments, including unreported losses and losses paid by
commercial insurance.
2. Exploration of Risk Factors that Influence Losses
Another interesting area of research would be to
explore the risk factors that influence the level of losses on
a household goods shipment. Such items as selection of
specific moving companies, days in temporary storage, rank of
personnel moving and even service affiliation of personnel
could have some correlation to actual loss experience.
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The data in Chapter V implies that if all officers
elected Option 2, only 12 percent would experience a claim
amount higher than what they paid for the extra coverage.
However, for shipments where items exceed the ALDG limits or
the value of the shipment exceed the Government liability
ceiling of $40,000, Option 2 may offer real potential
benefits.
Commercial coverage by a private insurance firm,
carried as part of a renter's or homeowner's policy , can
increase the level of loss coverage under basic Government
coverage at no additional cost. Personnel should refrain from
canceling private insurance policies while their household
goods are in transit in order to take advantage of this
option.
The qualitative research ruggestions provide
additional recommendations that may tend to make basic
government coverage even more cost effective. Of special note
is that the PPO staff and USAA both indicated that Option 2
coverage motivated the commercial carrier to provide more
careful service because they bore the full liability for loss
and damage.
C. RECOMMENDATION FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
1. Underreporting of Loss and Damage
In the course of doing this research, it became
obvious that the actual level of damage and loss that occurs
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APPENDIX A
Naval Postgraduate School Herrman Hall, Rm E1O7-A
Personal Property Branch (408) 656-2151
Claims Processing August 20, 1993
NAVPGSCOL PERSONAL PROPERTY MEMORANDUM
Subj: PROCESSING OF LOSS OR DAMAGE CIAIMS
Zncl: (1) DD 1842, DD 1843, DD 1344 Completion Procedures
1. The following information is provided so that you can
complete your claim with a minimum of effort. Experience has
shown that delays in paperwork can usually be attributed to
incomplete paperwork by the member. Please RID IN POLOA)W these
instructions when filing YOUR claim. It is recognized that you
may not be familiar with the various forms which are required;
therefore, step by step procedures are provided in enclosure (1).
2. TINLLMm. The carrier and the government must be notified
of all loss/damage within 75 days of delivery. Failure to do so
will result in a deduction from the government settlement of the
amount which would have been recovered from the carrier if
timely notice had been provided. The completed claim must be
turned in to the government claims office within two years after
delivery of your goods.
3. The following documents should already be in your possession
and appropriate copies must accompany your claim.
a. DD 619-1 Statement of Accessorial Service performed and
DD 1840/1840R.
b. DD 1299 Application for Shipment
c. Change of Station (PCS) Orders
d. SF 1203 Government Bill of Lading (GBL)
e. Inventory of Personal Property
4. The following documents will be provided by the Personal
Property Office and must be correctly completed by the member.
a. DD 1842 - Claim for Personal Property Against the United
States Government.
b. DD 1843 - Demand on Carrier/Contractor
c. DD 1844 - Schedule of Property
5. The following documents, when applicable, must be provided
by the member.
a. Estimates of repairs of damage
b. Proof of replacement coats
6. REPATR ESTIMATES. It is the member's responsibility to
obtain repair estimates. The telephone directory yellow pages
are a recommended source for repair facilities. The repair
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facility HUll provide a written estimate itemizing the exactextent of damages and repairs, e.g. "Znd table, top chipped andgouged, burn in, steam out, refinish entire top, S25.O0U. when
now parts are required, the estimate must Include the price of
each part. It upholstering is required, the estimate mutInclude the number of yards required, the cost per yard, and
labor costs. The repair facility should also indicate that the
replacement material is the same quality as the old material. It
there Is a charge for the estimate, the charge may be included on
your claim provided you have the receipt shoving that payment was
actually made. The estimate should state that the amount of the
estimate fee paid will M be deducted from the cost of repairs
If the work Is accomplished by the estimator. (Acceptable
Wordings Monrefundable or Mondeductable.)
7. PZ!SMU aM LMLUmMYCRM. May be claimed only after youhave proof of work done. if you have the repairs done afterfiliNg your claim, you can then file a supplemental claim for the
Pickup and Delivery Charges.
I. uuzaCMq COS. You will be required to provide a writtenprice quotation to substantiate the cost of all replacement
items. Pages, pictures, and prices fr&m catalogs such as Sears,
Penney's, Navy Zxchange, etc., qualify as written pricequotations. If you are unable to find the cost of a replacement
item in the local area, you may submit at least one estimate of
value from a competent appraiser, dealer or other person
qualified to render a knovledgeable estimate of the replacement
value at time of loss or damage. The Claims investigating
Officer retains the right to question the competence of the
appraiser.
a. MW-TW F9o2 SALVAGE. Be aware that the Government 
require you to turn in a particular item for salvage prior toyour being paid (for items you are replacing, =• repairing). Itis important for you to keep any damaged items that you are
claiming replacement costs on. Claimants must retain such itemsfor a period of 90 days after receiving payment from the
government. Failure to comply with these requirements will be
cause for collection from claimants In the amount that could havebeen collected from carriers had the items been retained.
9. CMDM*RZA TNSIb . If you have commercially insured thelost or damaged items, it Is your responsibility to file a claim
under the terms of your policy. Personal Property claims for
losses/damages covered by private insurance may not be paid until
after the private insurance matter has been resolved. You must
notify the private insurance company to forward all
correspondence to you via the claims Investigating Officer,Personal Property Branch, NAVPGSCOL. Upon proof that you havefiled against your insurance company, your claim will beprocessed. Any settlement by the government will not include
those items covered by insurance. In the event that the finalinsurance settlement is less than what the government would have
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allowed, the Adjudicating Officer vill, upon request, re-examine
your claim and may allow for a supplemental payment by the
government. You must provide proof of the insurance settlement
to the Claims Investigating Officer. Filing a claim against both
the government and an insurance company and COLLECTING FROm BOTH
contitutes fraud.
10. For clarification and assistance in filing your claim,
contact the Personal Property Office, Room E-107A, Herrman Hall.
11. This memorandum is an attempt to assist you in filing your
claim. It is not a finished product and any constructive
comments will be appreciated. Changes which may be made to this
memo as a result of your comments may make things easier for the
next individual who files a claim.
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SCHEDULE OF PROPERTY AND CLAIM ANALYSIS CHART
ORIGINAL ONLY IS REQUIRED. TYPE OR PRINT IN BLACK INK.
BLOCK 1. Name of Claimant Last Name, Middle Initial
BLOCK 2. Claimant's Insurance Co. if claimant has private
insurance, the name and the
policy number are entered.
BLOCK 3. Date of Pickup Date property was picked up
at shipment origin from
claimant or claimant's agent.
BLOCK 4. Date of Delivery Delivery date of property to
claimant or claimant's agent.
BLOCZ 5. Line number This should reflect number of
line items claimed, numbering
in sequence (1,2,3, etc).
310CR 6. Quantity Number of items claimed per
line number.
BLOCK 7. Lost or Damaged Item Describe the item fully,
including brand name, model
and size. List the nature
and extent of damage. If
missing, state (MISSING). Do
not write stolen, ripped off
or pirated.
BLOCK 8. Inventory Number Enter the number immediately
to the left of the item where
it appears on your inventory
sheet. All items must have
an inventory number. DO NOT
WRITE UNKNOWN.
BLOMC 9. Original Cost Post the price you actually
paid for the item, unless the
item is an heirloom or
antique, then give actual
appraised value. If no
appraisal is available, then
give your best estimate.
BLOCK 10. NO/YR of Purchase Vlace the month (if known)
and year (absolutely
required) the article came
into your possession.
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31OCK Ila. Repair Cost Vost repair costs In
accordance vith the guidance
provided in paragraph s of
the cover memorandum. DO NOT
ROUND FIGURS.
31= lb. Replacement Cost Post replacement costs in
accordance vith paragraph 7,
of the cover memorandum. DO
NOT ROUND 017 FIGURIS.
214= 12. Remarks Post additional Information
concerning claimed Items if
necessary.
BU= 13. TOTAL tnter the total amount
claimed.
Note I - Sets, Hatched pairs, etc. If an item of a set is lost
or damaged beyond economical repair, is determined to be
irreplaceable, and the loss/dasage of the one item seriously
affects the total value or use of the set, you may file for
replacement Of the entire set. However, if your claim for
replacement of the entire set is approved, the remaining items in
the original set will have to be held by the claimant for salvage
in accordance with cover memorandum, paragraph Be.
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APPENDIX B
USAA Buildng - San Antonio Texas 78288
RENTERS PROTECTION POLICY DECLARATIONS
Tme Policy is Complete onlv when the following are combined PoliCv JaCke' (Pan One). Deciarations Page (Part Two).
GENERAL PROVISIONS and when purchased. PERSONAL PROPERTY and or PERSONAL LIABILITY.
PART TWO
Named Insured and Mailing Address Policy Number
JULIO C GUERRA USAA 00252 32 17 REN 002
CAPT USNR
395 D RICKETTS ROAD
MONTEREY CA 93940
POLICY pERIOD: From 07/09/92 To 07/09/93 112:01 A.M. Standard Time at location of the propenv described,
PERSONAL PROPERTY Premium
DEDUCTIBLE: In case of loss we covef only that Limit of Liability
part of tse loss over the amount stated below. 2100 29,T0 142.45
PERSONAL LIABILITY
Covera•s Limit of Liability
LIABILITY Each Occumence 100.000 49.00
MEDICAL PAYMENTS TO OTHERS Each Person 1,000
OPTIONAL COVERAGES
PREMISES ALARM SYSTEM INCLUDED
REPLACEMENT COST INCLUDED
ADJUSTED CONTENTS NO CHARGE
WORKERS COMPENSATION NO CHARGE
TOTAL ANNUAL PREMIUM 191.45
Forms and endorseementts) made a part of this policy at time of issue or amendment
R-CA (0190), R-20 (0486), R-25 (0486). R-90 CA (0486). RP-1 (0486)
RP-3 (0486), RP-6 (0486)
Loss Payable Clause. Loss, if any. will be paid to you and
as interets emay appear.
In WITLESS WHEREOF. we have caused this policy to be signed by our Chairman and Secretry at San Antonio. Texas.
RP-D 4-16 (Rev. 12-91) Wism-oCrae, "etay Robert F. McDermott, Chairman
99 07/09/92
"ne East. Reading RENTERS PROTECTION POLICY
QUICK REFERENCE
DECLARATIONS PAGE Part One
- Your Name And Mailing Address This Policv is no- comriete unless it. is issue: wit?
- Policy Period Declarations Page (Part Two) anc GENERAL
- PERSONAL PROPERTY (If purchased I PROVISIONS
Limit Of Liability 
_
Deductible P
- PERSONAL LIABILITY lit purchased, POLICY SUMMARY
Limit of LiabilityI This is a legal contract between you. the Dolicvnoiaer
- OPTIONAL COVERAGES and us. your insurer And like other contracts, it contains
Beginning GENERAL PROVISIONS certain duties and responsibilities of both paones to the
contract.on Page I4 Pagesi toeOptimal coverages you have purchased wil be shown qnGP- I Agreemeint the Declarations Pag~e with appropriate premniumn These
GP- Pefitionlic coverages ae sublect however, to those limitations andGP-3 Policy Period restrictions explained in the policy.
If you have purchased PERSONAL PROPERTY covelage. me
PERSONAL PROPERTY III Purchased) RENTERS PROTECTION policy insures most of the personal
It0 Pagesw possessions you - and others listed on GP- 1. GENERAL
PP-I Prperty Covered PROVISIONS - own. The causes of loss or damage to
PP-I Dedutlible personal property which this policy insures against are
PP-2 Prerty Not Covererd specifically identified and further explained where necessary
PP-3 Causes of Loss Covered If you have purchased PERSONAL LIABILITY coverage, this
PP-4 Causes of Loss Not Covered policy provides financial protection when you are held liable
ADDITIONAL PERSONAL PROPERTY for damage to the propeny of others or for injury to others -COVERAGES boP R on and off your property.
The Quick Reference will help you readily locate pans of
PP-S Moving and Storage the policy to which you wish to refer.
PP-6 Food Spoilage
PP-S Lock Replacement We have tried to make this policy easy to read and
PP-6 Loss of Use unerstand. But should you need clarification on some point.
we will be glad to provide it.PERSONAL PROPERTY CONDITIONS
PP-S Insurable Interest PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO
PP-S Duties After Loss
PP-9 Loss Settlement United Services Automobile Association
PP- to Other Insurance (A Reciprocal Ineerenaurance Exchange)
PERSONAL LIABILITY (If Purchased. Not A non-assessable Policy
(7 Pages) applicable in Texas.) * Reciprocals
* Special definitions and provisions
PL- I Liability * Plan of operationPL- 1 Medical Payments to Others In your policy these sets of words have the samePL-I1 Exclusiorns f orplc hs eso o~ aetesm
meaning: Policy means Contract; You. Your or Insured means
ADDITIONAL PERSONAL LIABILITY Subscriber We. us, our. USAA or Company means Reciprocal
COVERAGES or Intermsurance Exchange; Premium means Deposit.
PL-4 Claim Expense Chairman means Attorney-in-Fact.
PL-5 Damage to Property of Others Your policy is issued as pan of an Interinsurance
PL-5 Damage to Government Housing Exchange by the Chairman of USAA as Attorney-in-Fact
under the authority given him by the subscribers.PERSONAL LIABILITY CONDITIONS No Contingent Liability: You are liable only for the
PL-6 Limit of Liability amount of your premium since USAA has a tree surplus in
PL-S Duties After Loss excess of the amount renuired by Article 19.03 of the Texas
PL-7 Other Insurance Insurance Code of 1951. as amended.
Participation: By purchasing this policy, you are a
member of USAA Ond subject to its bylaws. You are entitled
to dividends as may be declared by us. after approval as
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- ORAL PRVIINS-
GENEAL PROVISIONS conalnei toe definitons and provisons that apply to thiu policy. Butl GE AL
PROVISIONS app110es Onl to te secton for which a prwvua is shown on tie Declarations Page.
A011IIIEMB in roetun for your payment of prsrm aa nd sub ject to toe ter.s of this poliy, we
will provide the insurance described
DOe ful d lmtOf liability wide tIM Policy will be amtmatically reinstated after a
OMINmTONS To hel you toiderstand your Policy.
- 'We. 'us. aid our" meain the conipany providing "aii murmiCe.
- 'YOU* aid "YOr nmea the Person nmvied on toe Decluations Page. We also
"Nme Your spouse when a resident of your household,
in addition certai words and phrases we defined as follows:
1. "astual sash value" meians the replacemenit cost of tie property at Vie tbm
Of lo0e las S deduction for depreciation based on its age and usage
2. "bodily Injury mean bodily hsrm. sickniess or disease. including required
cars. loss of services and death that results,
3L busuiness' includes trads, profession or occCupatm
4. insu0red" means you and residents of your household who are.
a your relatives; or
b.L Other Persons uider the age of 21 and in Vie care of any person nained
abovo.
Under PERSONAL LIABILITY. "Insunred also mmean.
c. with respect to arnimls or watercraft to which this policy applies, any
Person Or organization leaMy responsible for these amnmals or watercraft
which are Owned by You Or any Person included in a. or b. above.
A person or organization using or having Custody of these aonmals or
Watercraft in the course of any business or without consent of the owner
is not an Insured:*
d with respect to any vehicle or Conveyance to which this policy applies:
1i) persons while engaged in your ernploy or that of any person included
in a or b. above; or
(2) other Persons using the vehicle on an insured location with your
consent




a if your principal place of residence
1l1 a one to four family residence or
(2) that part of any other building where you reside
b the part of other promises. other structures and grounds used bV VO', as
another residence
c any premises used by you in connection with a or b above
d any part of a promises
(1) not owned by an insured: and
(2) where an insured is temporarily residing.
a vacant land. other than farm land. owned by or rented to an insured:
f land owned by or rented to an insured on which a one or two family
dwelling is being built as a residence for an insured:
Sindividual or family cemetery plots or burial vaults of an insured: or
h any part of a premises occasionally rented to an insured for other than
business use,
6 "proPWry damage" means physical injury to. destruction of. or loss of use
of tangible property
7 "residecie employee" means
a. an employee of an insured whose duties are related to the maintenance or
use of the place of residence, including household or domestic services.
or
b one who performs similar duties elsewhere not related to the business of
an insured.
CONCEALMENT. The entire policy is void if. whether before or after a loss. an insured:
MISREPRESENTATION
OR FRAUD a intentionally conceals or misrepresents any material fact or circumstance
or
b. makes false statements or engages in fraudulent conduct.
relating to this insurance
LIBERALIZATION If we adopt any revision which would broaden the coverage under this policy
CLAUSE without additional premium within 60 days prior to or during the policy period, the
broadened coverage will immediately apply to this policy.
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WAMMOR No w~ie or clungis to the coverages stooed in this policy may be mude except
POLICY CHANUS111 by LML i mA wlit Our request for an Oppiraie or examinationl wil not wave any of
VOO~l T  Terms of thise policy in conflict with written laws of tie state in which tie policy
STATUTE is issued ase changed to conform to such laws,
ASSIGNMEN Assignment of this pokiy wil not be valid unless we giw our written consent.
MCDVEY Prow a. You must ass~ig to us your rights of recovery against personscasn
04im d- ng- or loss to you.r property for which a claim is paid. You need only
nowg to us tie Baunoa of the Claim paid.
b, If an assignment is sought; you mtust sign and delver all related papers and
cooperate with us.
c. Recovery Prom Others does not apply to Med~cal Payments to Others or to
Damaes to Property of Others wider PERSONAL LIABILITY when it is a part
Of the Policy.
POLICY PERIOD This polky applies oal to loss which occurs during the policy period.
CANCELLATION AND Cancellation.
NOWN-MNEWAL
a You may cancel Vhils policy at any time. Sut the effective dafte of cancellaton
cannot be sa~e than tOe dafte of your request
bL We may cancel this policy by notifying you in writing at least 30 days before
the date cancellation takes effect This cancellation notice will be mailed to you
at your last known mailing addess. Proof of mailing will be suf ficient proof
of notice.
a. When this policy is cancelled. the pro rata premium for the period from toe
date of cancellation to the expiration date will be refunided.
d. If the return premium is not refunded with the notice of cancel~lation or when
this policy is returned to us. we will refund it within a reasonable tame after
the date cancellation takes effact
a. When you have not paid your premium, we may cancel at any time by mailing
to your last known addess written notice at least 10 days before the date
cancellation takes effect
Non-Renewal.
We may elect not to renew this Policy. We may do so by mailing to you at your
last known mailing address. written notice at Meast 30 days before the expiration
date of this policy. Proof of mailing will be sufficient proof of notice.
NP-1 Ed. 4-86 GENERAL PROVISIONS OP-3
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DEATH if the person named on the Declarations Page or tne spouse # a ressoen- of the
same household dies
& we insure the legal representative 0o the oeceasei C•u oniý wat res~e:, to
the premises ano property of the deceaseo covereo unoe- the poltcv a: the
time of death.
b insured includes
1) any memve of yourw household who is an insured at the time of your
death. and
12) with respect to your property, Vte person having proper temporary
Custody of the property until appointment and qualification of a legal
representatve
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WITR PROTECTON POIC
- iROA PERONAL PROPEMT WTTH REPLCEW COST
PERSONAL PROPEMT deem *e the coverage you have in case of loss to your household goods and other
Persou proper"y-
PERSONAL PROPTY ts not corriplete without Parts One and Two and GENERAL PROVISIONS. aid is not in
effect uniesa a premium is shown for it an the Declarations Page
PROPER!" Subiject to the PROPEMT NOT COVERED provisions of this policy, we cover all
COVIE personal property. anywhere in the warfd owned by:
"* any insurea,
"* Someone else whei it is at your residence or in your custody.
OEDUCTISLE AN covered losses are staJect to the deductible shown on the Declarations Page.
except where otherwise stated in this policy.
DOLLAR LOWIS The dolla limit Shown below for each group is the most we will pay for a loss to
ON SOME one or moreo items in that group
PROPEMT
1. $&CO00 For motorized golf carts and their equipment and accessories. Wu if. at the time of
loss, there is an automobile policy covering physical loss to golf carts, theni VMS
policy does not apply to those golf carts and their equipment and accessories.
2. 8.00 For theft of Silverwaee, silver-plated ware. goldwars. gold-plated war* and
pewtorwa'e.
&. Wa 82500 For business property at your residence.
61 $230 For business property away from your resiPence
& S2.000 For theft of firsarms and their equipment and accessoies.
L. 81.000 For theft of lewesr. watches, furs and precious and seft-precious stones,
6. 81.010 For SOcuities accounts. deeds, evidences of debt, personal records, letters of
credit. notes other thant bank notes. maniscripts, passports. airline or other
transportation tickets. stamps including postage stamps. and other philatelic
property.
This limit applies to these categories regardless of the mediuin
TIs* lifit includes the cost to research. replace or restore the inf ormation from the
lost or damaged materiaL
7. 81.000 For trailers not used with watercraft.
L. 81.000 For watercraft including their trailers. ther attached equipment and accessories and
outboard motors.
3. 820 For mnoney, bank notes. bullion, gold other than goidwars. silver other than
silverware. platinum, corns and medals.
MW-2 Ed~ 4-86 IMSISONAL PROPERTY PP-1
(10 Pages)
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PROPERTY NOT The following are not Covered by this policy
COVERED 1 Property separately described and specifically insure ir, wnoie Oa in a-I. of
anOther policy
2 Aircraft and Parts Aircraft means any contrivance used or oesigned for fligh
except model or hobbIy aircraft not usedl or designedl to carry peooie or cargo
3 Animals. birds or fish
4 Building materials and supplies for construction reconstruction or remooeiing
of a building or structure
5 business data including such data Stored in
a books of accourt. drawings or other paper records or
b electronic data processing tapes. wires records discs or other
software med"
But we will cover the cost of blank recording or storage media ano of
pre-recorded computer programs avalable on the retail market The most we
will pay is the limt of liability for business property
6 Food stamps. gasoline coupons. and tokens
7 Motor vehicles or all other motorized land conveyances This includes
a equipment and accessories. or
b any device or instrumen for the transmitting. recording receiving or
reproduction of sound or pictures which is operated by power from the
electrical system of motor vehicles or all other motorized land
conveyances, including
11) accessories or antennas; or
(2) tapes, wires, records, discs or other media for use with any such
device or instrument;
while in or upon the vehicle or conveyance
We do cover vehicles or conveyances not subject to motor vehicle registration
which are.
a used to service an insured's residence or
b designed for assistig the handicapped
We also cover motorized golf carts and their equipment and accessories.
subject to the DOLLAR LIMIT ON SOME PROPERTY
8 Property in the custody of a government mail or private mail or package
delivery service
9 Property rented to others or held for rental except property you leave in your
permanent residence when you temporarily rent the residence And then.
money, securities, jewelry, watches, gems. precious or semi-precious stones.
and articles of gold. silver or platnmmr are not covered Nor is any loss to your
covered property if caused by your tenant. his employeeos) or a member of his
household
10. Property of roomners. boarders. tenants or other residents This exclusion does
not apply to property of those related to an insured or to property of a
residence mploye.
There are other specific circunstances and conditions where the policy restricts or
excludes coverage These are described under CAUSES OF LOSS NOT COVERED,
where applicable.
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CALSES OF LOSS We mae" for diect physical loss to covered property when caused by my anm or
C0Vmore of the following CALSES OF LOSS and when not conarbuted to concurrently
or in mny sequence by mny caum or event excluded in CAIUSES OF LOSS NOTCOVRED
DESCRIPTIONS AND UMITATIONS
t. FIEAND
". WiN4DSTOFOM An opening in the roof or wall imust be made by the direct force of wind or hadl
ON HAIL before we will cover dernage due to ran, snow, sleet, send or dust.
"3 KDO00 AND a, Damage caused by flood, surface water, tidM wave, overflow of a body of
WATER water, or spray from mny of ties even if driven by wind, will be covered.
b. Donee caused by water which backs Lip trough towers or drame will be
covered
c Damage caused by accidental escape of water from plunb~ing. hetwng or air
conditioning pipes, fixtures or equipment or domestic appliances will be
covered.
d We will not cover damage caused by gradual seepage of water through
building or basement walls. roofs, windows, doors. foundations or floors
41L EARTHOuAJCI This includes lend shock waves or tremors before, during or after a volcanic
One or more earVmqualce shocks thast occur within a seventy-two hour period will
constitute a single ewalquake.
L EXPLOSION
6.SMOKE We will not cover smoke damage from agricultural sivwdgmng or industrial
operatos
7. AIRCRAFT This includes self -propelled missiles and spacecrof t
S. VEHICLES
6.COLLAPSE OP We will cover damage to covered personal property caused by collapse of a
BUILDING building or any part of the building.
10. NWT~ a Theft includes attempted theft pilferage. larceny. burglary. robbery. holdup w4d
embezzlement It also includes loss from a known place when it is likely the
property has been stoleft
b. We will not cover property lost or misplaced.









13. FALLING OBJECTS We do not cover loss to property contained If, a owdding unless the roe' o0 a-
exterior wall of the building is first oamageo by a faliing oojec, Damage tc tne
failing oo)ect itself is not covered
14. SUDDEN AND We cover loss to a stealm or hot water heating system an air conditioning or
ACCIDENTAL automatic fire protective sprinkler system. or an appliance for heatoig water
TEARING
APART. This CAUSE OF LOSS does not include loss caused by or resulting from freezing
CRACKING, except as provided in FREEZING below
BURNING OR
BULGING
15. FREEZING We cover freezing loss to a plumbing. heating. air conditioning or automatic fire
protective sprinkler system or of a household appliance
This CAUSE OF LOSS does not include loss at your place of residence while
unoccupied unless you have used reasonable care to
a maintain heat in the building. or
b shut off the water supply and drain the system and appliances of water







17. VOLCANIC This does not include loss caused by earthquake, land shock waves or tremors
ERUPTION
CAUSES OF LOSS We do not insure for loss caused directly or indirectly by any of the following
NOT COVERED Such loss is excluded regardless of any other cause or event contributing







"* Warlike act by a mnlitary force or military personnel
"• Destruction. seizure or use for a military purpose
Nor is any consequence of these covered.
Discharge of a nuclear weapon will be deemed a warlike act. even if accidental
RP-3 Ed. 4-86 PERSONAL PROPERTY PP-4
(10 Pages)
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2. Nucleer reaction. radiation or radioactive conteminstion. AN whether controlled
or uncontrolled however caused
Nor is ow consequence of thes covered Loss caused by lose shal not be
considered loss caused by fire. explosion, or smoks. Wt we do cover direct
bee by fro resmitng from nucleer reaction, nuclear radiation or radioactive
contmnain
I Neglect of in Ineured to use all reasonable meane to save end preserve toe
property at end after thes time of lost.
4. Intentional leet meaning mny loss arising out of mny act committed
laN by or at the direction of an inesured; end
leb with tho itent to cause a lost.
5. Power failure. - meng the failure of power or other utility sevice if tho
failure takies place of f your preftses. But if a covered loss ensues on your
premises, we will cover that ensuin losst
THE FOLLOWING ARE ADonnONAL COVEAGES,
MOVING AND This additional coverage does not apply to mny pert of your property aWoody in
STORAGE transit or in storage when this policy first becomes of fective. However, the
previously described CAUSES OF LOSS CaVEND do apply to such property.
A, MOVING AND STORAGE begins when your property passes into the custody
of a public carrier. including Uinited States government tricks. aircraft end
vessels. or a storage faileity. It must be under a bill of lading, a mover's
contract, baggage check. or other form of shipping or storage document.
It ends when your property is delivered to your permanent or temlporary
address in accordance with the shipping document Or when you take
possession of your property from storage.
B. in addition to the previously described CAUSES OP LOSS COVERED there, is
coverage under MOVING AND STORAGE for
1. loss of your property if. when described under a bill of laing, mover~s
contract baggage check, or other form of shipping or storage docunent. it
cannot be located af ter a reasonable search
2. loss or damage caused by the stronding. sinking. overturning, crashing.
ditching. derailment. burning or collision of a public conveyance.
3. loss or damage caused by water, except as excluded in C, below.
4. your share of general average end salvage charges. These charges do not
change the amnount shown on the Declarations Page for PERSONAL
PROPER1TY.
C. We will not cover loss or damage caused by:
1. Dreaukag. marring, scratchin or handling
2. Delay during shipmnent
3. Humnidity or temperature cheriges.
4. Mildew and mold
5. Inherent defect of the propert.
&. Insuffticien packing or address.
7. Insects. rodents end vermin
D. This coverage does not change the amiount shown on the Declarations Page for
PERSONAL PROPERTY.
111113Ed 4-88 PERSONAL PROPERTY pp-5(10 Pages)
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FOOD SPOILAGE We will pay you up to $500 for loss causeg bv Dower fareire to tne contenms o4 a
freezer or a refrigerator tria! is at you, rescoence lterr 5 unaer CAUSES 0F ý.OSS
NOT COVERED does not apply to Food Sooiage
This coverage does not change the amounr snown on tee Declarations Page for
PERSONAL PROPERTY
No deductible applies to this coverage
LOCK When the residence door keys are stolen in a covered theft loss we will pay tne
REPLACEMENT cost to
a change the combination in the lock cylinder of the door locks as needed or
b change the lock hardware of the doors as needed
The I~mit of liability for LOCK REPLACEMENT is 5250
This coverage does not change the amount shown on the Declarations Page for
PERSONAL PROPERTY.
No deductible applies to this coverage
LOSS OF USE LOSS OF USE as described below has no limit
1I If a covered loss to covered property or to the building containing the
property makes the place where you reside not fit to live in. we cover, at your
choice, either of the following
a Additional Living Expense - meaning any necessary increase in living
expenses incurred by you to maintain your normal standard of living or
b Fair Rental Value - meaning the ' - rental value of that part of the place
where you reside less any expenses that do not continue while the
premises is not fit to live in
However. if this residence is not your principal place of residence, we will
not provide this option.
The amount we pey under a or b will be for the shorter of
"* the period of time reasonably required to repair or replace the damage.
or
"* the period of time needed to permanently settle your household in new
quarters
2. If a covered loss makes that part of your residence rented to others or held
for rental by you not fit to live in. we cover the
Fair Rental Value - meaning the fair rental va;ue of that part of your
residence rented to others or held for rental by you. less any expenses that
do not continue wle it is not fit to live in
We will pay for the shortest time reasornably required to repair or replace that
part of your premises rented or held for rental
3 If a civil authority prohibits you from use of the place where you reside as a
result of direct damage to neighboring premises by a covered cause of loss.
we cover the Additional Living Expense or Fair Rental Value loss as
provided under 1 and 2 above, for no more than two weeks.
The limit for this coverage is m addition to the amount shown on the Declarations
Page for PERSONAL PROPERTY.
The periods of time under 1. 2. and 3 above are not Imited by expiration of the
policyý
We r4o not cover loss or expense due to cancellation of a lease or agreement
No deductible applies to this coverage





11UILDIN We ooeve d neg from a GOWere lees to 61 w" Ig improvements or
A00111"S AM * ol- e -n mde or acqired at yaw expense to Visit port of lie residence used
ALTERATUMN exclusively by you. The most we will pay as 10% of lie amonowt for PERSONAL
PROPERT as shown an the Declarations Page
Thle blmt is in addition to the amount alowit an the Declarations Page for
Pffd*LAL PROPERITY.
CWT CARD. PIMI We will Pay UPo 6101.000 for.
-RNS CARM
PONOY AND 1. en kinuwsits lega duty to pay because of lie theft or unmauthorzed use of
COUNTERFET credm cords issued to or registered in an luewe~s name.
MOEY2. lose re~mqfn from theft or wunuthorized use of a fund taensefr cord used for
deposit. withdrawal or transfer of funds. issued to or registered in an
unweds iwi's.
I loss to an lisued caused by forgery or alteratioin of eny check at negotilee
instrulnet end
4. los to en lIlsure though acceptence in good fail of counterfesit Ikited
States or Cenadien paper currency.
we do not cover use of a credit cord or fund trensfer cord:
1. by a resident of your household-
2I by a person who has bown entrusted wili ailier type of card. or
3L if en linsured has not compl~ied with aMl terms end conditions under
which lie cords are issued
AN loe resulting from a series Of acts commnitted by any one person or in which
mny one person is concerned or ligiuicated is considered to be One loss.
we do not cover lose ansung when lie cords are used for businiesa. Nor do we
cover loss caused by dishonesty of anyone whose property is insitred by this
LEGAL DEFES
1. we may investigate and settl eny clean or suit liat we decide is
appropriafte Our duty to defend a claim or suit ends when lie amount
we pay, of fer or tender to a court for lie loss equals lie limit of
liaility for this coverage.
2. If a claim is maeor a suit is brought against en insured for liability
under lie CREDIT CARD or PLUND TRANSFER CARD coverage, we will
provide a defense at our expense by counsel of our choice.
I. We have lie option to defend at our expense en inseamed bw*iaais
eny suit for lie enforcement of payment under the FORGERY coverage.
4. you must cooperate with us end provide us with eny aid we require in
settling a claim under the coverage.
No deductible applies to this coverage.
This coverage is additioinal ineiencei.
FIRE DEPARTMIENT We will pay up to $500 for fire deporenent chorges you must pay when lie fire
SERVICE CHARGE deportment is called to save or protect covered property. The lose must result from
one of lie covered losses end you must have assumed lie charges by contract or
by agreement
No deductible applies to tis coverage.
Thes coverage is additional insurance.
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REASONABLE We will pay the reasonable Cost incurred by you for neaded repairs made solei Ic
REPAIRS protect covered property from further damage from a covered loss
This coverage does not change thle limit of liability that applies 10 the oamageo
property
PROPERTY We cover your property against direct loss from any cause while bteig removed
REMOVED from a premises endangered by a covered loss and for no more than 30 days while
removed
This coverage does not change the limit of liability that applies to the property being
removed
DEBRIS We will pay the reasonable cost incurred by you to remove
REMOVAL
a debris of covered property if the loss is from a covered loss or
b ash, dust or particles from a volcanic eruption that causes direct loss to
Covered property
If the amount we must pay for the actual damage to your property plus the cost to
remove the debris is more than the ifmit of liability for the damaged property, an
additional 5% of that limit is available for debris removal expense
This coverage does not change the limit of liability that applies to the damaged
property
PERSONAL PROPERTY CONDITIONS
INSURABLE Even if more then one persbn has an insurable interest m the property covered our
INTEREST coverage in any one loss will be the lesser of
a the amotunt of a insured's interest at the time of loss, or
b. the applicable limit of liability
If there is an accident or incident that may be covered by this policy you must do
the following:
DUTIES AFTER LOSS I In the case of a loss by theft, vandalism, or malicious mischief, immediately
notify the police or military authority, whichever has jurisdiction over me
location where the loss occurred Immediately notify the credit card or fund
transfer card company m case of loss under CREDIT CARD or FUND
TRANSFER CARD coverage
2. Protect the property from further damage
3 Contact us as soon as possible and tell us as much as you can about the loss
Give us the price and date of purchase. actual cash value and a complete
description of the atcle(s) involved.
4. Submit a proof of loss when required by us
5 Send us receipts, appraisals or other proof of ownership or value Tell us if
there is a lien on the property. and who holds it You must tell us if there is
other insurance on the property.
6. If required by us. you must show us me property and answer our questions
under oath about the loss or damage.
7. You must tell us about te loss within 91 days after the loss is discovered
Unless you are reasonably prevented from doing this. your claims will not be
accepted
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SIT AGAIIMV us There is a tien 6nd for beirfi lega acton agSt US COMMNc n 11" Policy. It
must be filed within two years afe the los Occurs& You must also COOmply with all
policy proviisions.
LouSS UETLBMW4T We will pay tho full coot of repai or roplacemleft~ abeCt to all policy provisions
No deduction wil be mad for dePreciatbion.
The value of thes covered property is not agreed upon. but shadl be sat at the timie
of loss or d-nige
I. Iisour option to
a, replace. or pay you our cost to replace the property with new property of
like kind and quality, withou deduction for depreciation. or
h pay you the cost to reaw or restore the property to the condition it was
in just before the loss.
2 The following property is not ellblo for replacement cost lose settlement
"* items of rarity or antiquity that coinot be replaced.
"* wholces whose age or hiotory contributes substentiamlly to thei value These
riclude but art not limited! to, memorabilia. souvenirs and collectors items;
"* motor~zed golf carts end their equiprment end accessories.
On looses to ths items it is our option to:
a pay you the astual sasih value: or
b. replace, or to pay you our cost to replace thes property with property of
like kind, quality end condition; or
ca pay you the cost to repair or restore the property to the condition it was
in jus before the loss.
3, We will not pay more then the limit of liability shown on the Declarations Page
for PERSONAL PROPERTY. Nor more then eny other limis stated in thi policy.
4. When the cost to repair or replace en item is more than $500. no more then
aIctlsash value will be paid until repair or replace men is completed.
You may makie a clamn f or loss on en actual cash value basis end then make
claim within 180 days after the loss for any additionail lability.
5. We will adjust all losses with you We will pay you uinless come other person is
named in the policy or is legaly entitled to receive payment Loss will be
payable 60 days after we receve your proof of loss and:
a we reach en ageemeont with you:' or
b. there is en entry of a f !nal kudgnent or
ca twer is a f King of en appraisal award with us.
PAIRS AND SETS in case of loss of en article which is pan of a pair or set, we will consider the
importance of the article mn settin your claim faorty end reasonably.
We will not pay you for the loss of the entire pair or co because of the partial loss.
RECOVED if you or we recover eny property for which we have made payment under this
PROPERTY policy, you or we will notify the other of the recovery. Your choice will be to have
the property returned to or retained by you or it will become our property.
If the recovered property is returned to or retained by you. the loss payment will be
adjusted based on the amount you received for the recovered property.
RP-3 Ed. 4-86 PERSONAL PROPERTY PP-9
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ABANDONMENT You may not abandon Drope-ty to us for any reason
APPRAISAL 1 If you and we do not agree on the amount of loss etme- pa-tr can oemano
that tre amount of the loss be determined bv aporaisar
2 If either makes a written demand for aporaisa: *acm will setect a competent
independent appraiser and notify the othe, of the appraise, s iciontity within 20
days of receipt of the written demand
The two appraisers will then select a competent impartial umpire If the two
appraisers are not able to agree upon an umpire witnhn 15 days you or we can
ask a judge of a court of record in the state where the property is located to
select an umpire
3 The appraisers will then set the amount of the loss If they submit a written
report of any agreement to us. the amount agreed upon will be the amount of
the loss If they fail to agree within a reasonable time. they will submit their
differences to the umpire-
Written agreement signed by any two of these three will set the amount of the
loss Each appraiser will be paid by the party selecting that appraiser Other
expenses of the appraisal and the compensation of the umpire will be paid
equally by you and us
PROPERTY HELD We will not recognize any assignment to nor will we provide any coverage for the
BY OTHERS benefit of anyone holding. storing or transporting your property for a fee
OTHER INSURANCE t If. at the time of loss
a there is trip transit coverage in force, or
b. there is coverage provided under our Personal Computer Endorsement
then this policy will apply only when that coverage has been exhausted
2. If there is insurance other than described above, payment under this policy will
be prorated on the basis of the total amount of insurance applying to the loss
3 Under LOSS OF USE the following applies to Additional Living Expense:
We will share payment equally up to the limit of liability for similar coverage
provided by other insurance Expense in excess of the limit in any oter
insurance will be covered by this policy






JULIO C GUERRA III
LT USNR
395 D RICKETTS ROAD
MONTEREY CA 93940-4818
Dear Lieutenant Guerra:
After our recent conversation about your thesis project. I found I was going to
be able to provide answers to many of your questions. Enclosed you will find
USAA's response. I hope these will help you with your project.







1) In your experience, what percentage of militarr personnel .ou insure elect to take out.
replacement cost coverage prior to permanent change or station (PCS) mo'es?
We have not experienced our members requesting a change to replacement cost coverage because
of an impending move. In fact. approximately 90 percent of our Renters policies have
replacement cost coverage and the Renters is in force before the mo~e.
2) Do you we this is an Increasing, decreasing or negligible trend?
No trend - see answer above.
3) What types of problems do you encounter with the claims submitted to you for losses on
PCS Eua?
The largest single cause of problems on PCS moves is that the government tells the officer they
have two (2) years to rile with the government, but they do not tell them to file with their private
insurance also. This causes many other problems: delays in getting notice of claims, loss of
documentation, loss of vital claims information because of time delays, delays in tracer action.
etc.
4) Is there any priority on your part to collect from the carrier for these losses after
payment to the military personnel?
Generally. on claims that involve damaged property or have both damaged property and missing
property, we file our claims with the government claims office and they collect from the carrier
for the government's interest and USAA's interest. In claims that are just for missing items.
USAA does its own collection directly with the carriers through our Subrogation Department.
S) Do you feel the current claims process is fair with respect to the officer having to file
against his personal Insurance on a government sponsored move?
Our members frequently ask. "Why should I have to make a claim with my private insurer when
the government is requiring me to move? They should have to pay for any damage or anything
that is missing."
As far as USAA is concerned, we write a Renters policy that provides limited coverage for PCS
moves. If there is a claim filed that is covered under the policy, then it is proper for us to pay
it and take any appropriate wbroption action.
6) In your opinion, Is the claims process slanted to favor the officer?
From the standpoint of the private insurer. USAA attempts to settle claims fairly based upon
reasonable documentation of loss by the insured. We understand that there are situations that
make it difficult for the officer to file the claim or to substantiate ownership and value of
property that has been lost or destroyed. Extenuating circumstances are frequently taken into
account in the adjustment process.
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7) Do you consider fraud to be a factor on many PCS associated claims?
The incidence of fraud for these types of claims appears to be no highcr than for othcr busincs.'.
8) What do you see as the major problem with the military claims system as it stands now
with respect to the way an officer files a claim?
The major problem is as stated in the answer to #3: The government and Defense Department
do not tell the member to file with their private insurance carrier right away.
9) What would you do to Improve the current system In regard to the government's claim
Ming procedure?
The single thing that could be done to improve the current system is to inform the officer to also
file with his private insurance carrier as soon as possible. Additionally, there is a problem with
getting the officer to sign the military claim forms. They should be checked for a signature
before they are sent in to USAA.
10) In your opinion, does temporary storage in route result in a noticebly higher incidence
of claims on a PCS move?
No.
11) What is your best advice to officers on how to limit losses on a PCS move?
Buy extra insurance from the mover. In situations where officers have purchased extra insurance
from the mover, there Lend to be fewer and smaller claims apparently because the carriers take
better care of the property than if you do not take out any extra insurance. Also don't pack
jewelry; carry it with you. Do not let movers rush you. Take time to check the inventory before
you sign it when the goods are picked up. and take time to check it upon delivery to be sure it
all got there.
Cover U n:
For loses on PCS moves, what type of coverage does an officer have on a:
12) Renter's policy?
Damage or lost items only. There is no coverage for breakage, marring. scratching or handling.
delay during shipment, humidity or temperature changes. mildew and mold, inherent defect of
the property, insufficient packing or address, insects, rodents or vermin.
Coverage is only provided for Personal Property which is under a "Bill of Lading," a "Mover's
Contract." "Baggage Check." or other form of shipping or storage document.
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13) Homeowner's policy?
He has coverage only for loss caused by perils insured against (as listed in the policy). thc•s
include fire and lightning, theft. vehicle. etc.
14) How does the coverage vary between domestic and overseas damage?
There is no coverage variance based on location.
15) is there any special type of Insurance product available from USAA just for PCS
moves?
NO.
16) Does USAA keep statistic on total payments made for losses on PCS moves? If so. can
they be provided for this survey?
No. USAA does not consider PCS in analyzing loss data.
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1. Defense Technical Information Center 2
Cameron Station
Alexandria VA 22304-6145
2. Library, Code 052 2
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey CA 93943-5002
3. Military Traffic Management Command 1
5611 Columbia Pike
Falls Church, VA 22041-5050
4. Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange 1
U.S. Army Logistics Management College
Fort Lee, VA 23801-6043
5. Dr. O.D. Moses, Code AS/MO 1
Department of Administrative Sciences
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 93943
6. CDR. L.G. Kalmar, Code AS/KL 1
Department of Administrative Sciences
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 93943




8. LT. Julio C. Guerra 1
1722 Briar Lane
Wharton, TX 77488
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